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Over $9 Million In
Federal Aid Received
By Calloway County
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BUILDING DAMAGED — Considerable damage was reported by the Murray
Fire Department when a fire of unknown origin struck the Fantasy Isle store at
15th and Hughes Streets Sunday morning. firemen reported that the fire went
through the roof, after originating in the upstairs portion of the building, which

housed apartments. Considerable water damage was reported to the downstairs portion as well. The fire was extinguished with the booster, and firemen
were on the scene from 10:45 a. m.Sunda', to one p. m.

From a dollars and cents standpoint, earmarked for Calloway County.
The money was designated for such
how well has Calloway County been
public needs as road building, welfare,
making out under the Federal
urban renewal, job training, health,
government's grant-in-aid programs?
child care, education and the like.
How much have the grants to the
The funds to pay for these benefits
local area amounted to in the past year,come out of Federal income and excise
in relation to what area residents have
taxes that are allocated for such
been paying toward the programs?
purposes.
These questions are answered in a
Calloway County's contribution in the
new study of grants and their
past year ciune to approximately
distribution, state by state, made by the $6,391,000, it is estimated.
Tax Foundation, a non-profit
For the entire state, it amounted to
organization that keeps watch over $723,000,000 exclusive of matching
public taxation and spending.
funds.
It shows that in the past fiscal year
Thus, $1 of Federal aid went to the
the cost of the assistance exceeded the state and its subdivisions for every 71
amount of aid received by some cents of cost.
communities. In other communities, it
Of the 50 states, 21 got back less than
worked out to their advantage. They got they contributed and 28 got more. One
back more than they put in.
state, Arizona, broke even. Connecticut
exchange and
Of the $57.4 billion in grants and came out Worst in that
best.
Mississippi
were'
that
-funds
revenue sharing
There is no attempt to keep grants
distributed in the year, $1,011,000,000
costs in balance, notes the Tax
and
its
and
Kentucky
of
State
went to the
The allotments are.
Foundation.
localities, on the basis of figures from
local needs and
by
determined
partment.
Treasury-De
the
on a dollar-fornot
and
fequirernents
A breakdown of the statewide total
shows an estimated $9,002,000 dollar hasis,

60 Students To Participate In MSU Institute
Approximately 60 high school
students from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Illinois, and Missouri will participate in
the third annual High School Speech
Institute at Murry State University
4.,...
July 24-30.
, The insutute, sponsored by the MSU
Deportment of speech and Theatre,..
arid
instruction
feature
will
pet farina nee- -in fo-rensta and
interpretation. Instructors will assist
students in finding material for
interpretation and research for debate
topics. _
The forensics division will include
beginning and advanced debate,as well
as extempore. speaking. Students
enrolled in the interpretive division will
receive instruction in the interpretation
of prose, poetry,and drama.
Among the instuctors for the debate •
workshop will be Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, MSU president and former
national debate champion, and Dr.
Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
Department of Speech and Theatre and
also a -championship d,ebater. Members

of the Murray State debate team will
assist in the workshop.
Heading the oral . interpretation
division will be Mrs. Ruby Krider, °
former instructor.in the Department of
Speech and Theatre. Other instructors
in the division will include experts irr
oral interpretation and MSU students
with training in interpretation.
According to Robert Valentine,
instructor in the Department of Speech
and. Theatre and coordinator of the
institute, several students who
participated last year are enrolled
again this year.
-We plan to'pave these 'returning
students serve as an advisory' board,"
Valentine said. They will be asked to
with ' the . staff any
discuss
improvements that could be made in
the institute for the next session."
Each of the two divisions is divided
into sections for those experittfiteng
forensics and those never before
involved in forensic activities. The final
three days of the wOrkshop will be
devoted to performance and each

student will be critiqued by the
instructors,
'Often,' Valentine says, "The high
school speech instructor doesn't have
the time to work with each student
individually. Therefore, we hope to
work with the individual's particular
weaknesses and help .him overcome
them."
Debaters will discuss this year's
national debate topic. Participants in
last year's workshop discussed prison
reform. Guest lecturers included the
superintendent of Eddyville Stilt(
Penitentiary, a prisoner from the
penitentiary, and sociologists arid
psychologists from MSU.

(irk in forensics of any, type
requires a certain amount of talent,
aLhty. and dedication," Valentine
noted -KrithvIedge in the field can help
an .ndividual- in whatever profession he
chooses." ' The institute, part of the Summer
Youth Program sponsored by the
Center for Continuing Education, was
tiei:dn at the requestlfigh school
Spelt: h instructors.
-We have the facilities and talent
aval:able to make the institute a
reguiar summer program," Valentine
Nays. 'Besides, it's a great way to
encourage participation in forensics
and keep interest alive."

Howard Re-Elected President
Of Rural Electric Cooperative
I. N. Stroud, assistant general
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Jeffrey Hew.arc:
of the Tennessee Valley
manager
re-elected
Graves County, was
Authority, assured those attending the
president of the sprawling Wes:
39th annual members' meeting of the
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperatp.t,
cooperative that there is ample
here Saturday afternoon while 0 S
electricity to supply the needs of people
Wall, retiring secretary-treasurer of
of the Valley.
the co-op was named a director
Stroud briefly discussed TVA's major
•
emeritus of the organization.
problems, including pollution and coal
mines, and encouraged West Kentucky
RECC members to Conserve power.
when possible.
John Edd Walker, general -managerof West Kentucky RECC, told the group
Hafton Garner of Murray was name: that the quarterly rate adjustment put
president of the Kentucky State Rum into effect by TVA this month will mean
Letter Carriers Association at tit that members' power bills will increase
association's annual convention July7. 76 cents per 500 kilowatt hours and 82.20
per 1,000 KWH which, he 'ricked, will
9.in Ft. Mitchell, Ky.
bring the cost of power back to last
Garner, who lives in Murray and
year's level. "
the letter carrier on Murray Route S.
Walker also said that in the future the
has served the association as a boord
first 500 KWH used by co-op members
member for two years and as a V
will be exempt from future fuel. and
president for two years.
power costs.
Garner has 26 years of service aWalker described TVA's new
letter carrier with the Murray F
program through which
insulation
Office, and is presently delivering ri.to 381 families and businesses on Rot:,, members may borrow money from
TVA, through 'the administrating
6.
cooperatives and utilities, at no interest
to iniulate their homes. The money can
be repaid over a period .of 36inonths.
ed at
l
Applications are now being retv
West Kentucky RECC offices q,he
said.
The cooperative presently has a loan
application in the amount of $3 million
plus on file with -REA to be used for
cooperative improvements.
"We are presently adding some 700
new homes a, year," Walkel- said,
adding that as of May 31 the
cooperative has 24,606 members.
During a business session, conducted
--14 co-op attorney Farland Robbins,
A.D. Willingham and Ralph Edrington
re-elected to the board of
• directors, and J. D;Wall was elected to
1l the.unexpired term of his father,0:
.Halton Garner
Wall, who retired because of illness.
The state Rural Letter Carriers
Other officers named at a directors'
the
followed
Association reports that them are 815 meeting
which
rural routes in Kentucky and the membership meeting included John
association has a membership,of 1,424 Collie, MarshallCounly, vice president.
.including ,auxiliary and Substitute and Ralph Edrington, Carlisle County,
carriers.
secretary-treasuser.
Guest speaker at the weekend
Attendance prizes were awarded at
was
convention
Kentucky the Conclusion of the meeting, held at
Commissioner of Commerce Terry the *co-op's headquarters building on McBrayer.
West Broadway..
•

Garner Named To

Association Office

ATTENDING CIVITAN CONVENTION—John C Emerson, left, of Belmonte Drive greets Civitan International President Gtrlie Sessoms during a
reception at Toronto's Sheraton -Centre hotel,'where Civitan Intematronal
is holding its 57th annual convention. Emerson and some 1,200 other
Civitans and Civitan families are attending the convention, which runs from
June 29 to July 3. Emeousn is pres.-elect of the Murray Civitan Club.

inside today
One Section — 12 Pages
Officials of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., were
'expected to decide today when they could resume oil
movement on the Alaska Pipeline. See the story on Page
12 of today's issue.

thundershowers
Considerable cloudiness, very
warm and humid, with a chance
orthundershoweit today,Tonight
and again Tuesday.
High temperatures today will
be in the mid and upper 80s,Lows
tonight around 70. Highs Tuesday
in the upper 80s to around 90.
Winds southeasterly around 10
miles per hour today, becoming
light and variable tonight.

today's index
Classified Ads
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Pages
Horoscope
InsideFteport
Local Scene
Opinion Frage
Sports

10,11
9110
9
2
12
8,9
2
5
2, 3, 4
5
5,7

WHERE'S THE PARKING METER? — Somewhere in this jungle of weeds
is a parking meter. If you look closely enough, you may be able to spot
it. This scene, less than a block from the square, is typical of many areas
in downtown Murray which have been over taken with unsightly weeds
this summer. City officials say that under local ordinances, it is the
property owners' responsibility to keep the area between their
buildings and the street clean. In the past, the city street department has
been able to assist in this, however, due to the harsh winter, the street
department does not have the funds or the manpower to help out this
year: Local officials have issued a plea to property owners in the
business sector to clean up the right-of-way adjacent to their buildings
in the businrss sector. By1he way, the parking meter is just to the right
of the utility pole in the centei of the picture.

41

AT MS.U.„,WORKSHOP—Three Calloway County teachers were among
those recently participating in a two-week Right to Read workshop at
Murray State University. Shown with Cr tarn' Salmon, an assistant
, professor of special education and director of the workshop, they are from
the left Pat Oick,Linda Feltner and Suzanne Schroader.
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Miss Teresa McKinney And
Mr. Rudolph Are Married

Tuesday, July 12
The Elm Grove Baptist
Outland Cemetery w,ill have
Cordelia Erwin Unit of Church Women will meet with
a picnic lunch at twelve noon
South Pleasant Grove United Lavine Carter at 1:30 p. m.
with Betty 0. Vinson in charge
Methodist Church Women will
of arrangements.
meet at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of meet at the Health Center at
First United
Methodist seven p. m. All interested meet at the Hazel Community
Center
at one p.m.
Church Women will meet at persons are invited.
—
seven p.m. in the senior youth
Lynn
Grove
1Jnite
room of the church.
Murray Quota Club will
Methodist
Women are
Church
meet at the Triangle Inn at
scheduled to meet at two p.m.
Recovery, Inc., wilLmeet at twelve noon.
7:30 p.m. at the First
Mason's Chapel" United
Presbyterian Church, Main 'Dexter Senior Citizens will
and 16th Streets. This is for all meet at the Dexter Center at Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
persons with emotional needs, 9:30 a. m.
nervous problems, domestic
troubles, etc.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star . Ladies .day events at the
Reservations for ladies day will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the Murray Country Club will
include golf with Betty Scott
luncheon at the Murray Masonic Hall.
as hostess and tennis with
Country Club on Wednesday
should be made today with
Social breakfast will be Corrine Stripling and Betty
Mrs. Richard Knight.
from 7:30 to ten a. m. and Hunter as hostesses, both at
shopping from ten a. m. to' 9:30 a.m., and luncheon at
Two weeks' tennis summer four p. m. by the Hardin twelve noon with Mrs.
Richard Knight as hostesses'
youth
program
tennis Senior Citizens.
chairman.
workshop will open at Murray
State University and Murray
Ellis Center will be open
Golf will be played at nine
High School courts and will from ten a. m. to three p. m.
a.m.
at the Oaks Country Club
continue through July 22.
for activities(by the Murray
Senior Citizens with a travel with Carolyn Lane as hostess,
Art exhibit by James talk on Toronto, Canada, at and bridge with Agnes Fair as
Howard Clinkenbeard of 10:30 a. m., sack lunch at hostess at the same time for
Murray will open at the Clara noon,and band practice at one the ladies day events.
M. Eagle Gallery ef Price p. m.
Land -Between the Lake
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
events will include a woodland
Murray State University, and
Seniority Salute, a day for
Mr.and Mrs:David Wayne Rudolph
continue until July 24.
senior citizens, will start at stroll starting at Center
In
Station
a
candlelight ceremony piano was also accented with a
at
four
p.m.
Hematite Lake near Statidn,
at the Palestine United floral arrangement, coorJesse Stuart Creative Land Between the Lakes, at
Hardin Senior Citizens will Methodist Church, Miss dinating With the baskets at
Writing Workshop will open at ten a. m. Bring a dish. fora
8:30 a om.in the Student Center potluck luncheon and advance have a work day from 9:30 Teresa Gaye McKinney, the altar.
youngest daughter of Mr. and
The candles were lit by
auditorium, Murray State registration is required by a.m, to three p.m.
Mrs. James H. McKinney, and Marc Darnell and Jerry Don
University, and continue until calling 502-924-5509.
Bowling for senior citizens David
Wayne Rudolph, Morris. The musical selection
Jul; -29. -•
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. of "Colour My World" was
Tuesday, July 12
Joe E. Rudolph, were united in played at this time.
Workshops in Marching,
Circles of First United Lanes.
marriage. The double-ring
Bride's Dress
Baton, Rible, Drum Major, Methodist Church Women will
ceremony was performed by
The bride, escorted to the
and Flag Corps opened today meet as follows: Alice-Waters,
the Rev. Steve Shepard, altar by her father, and given
at Murray State University picnic, Bessie Tucker with
former pastor of the church, in marriage by her parents,
and will continue througitJuly Mrs. Jack Bailey, 1714 Olive`
MALLARD BOY
at seven p. m. on Friday, June was radiant in a lomat gown
15.
and Maryleon Frost with Mrs.
Major and Mrs. Richard .10.
of all white silk organza styled
A. J. Kipp, 1001 Paine, bothat _
W et-le ome
Mallard -of Fort Bliss,- Texas,
W
A
by-Pandora. The fitted bodice
and Faith
in
Newcomers Club will meet at
the adoptinuce
of a was presented by Mrs. Joyce was accented with Chantilly
senior youth room of church at
the Ellis Community Center at
son, Douglas Roderick, born Gibson, pianist, and Miss lace, featuring
a Queen Anne
•
7:30 p.m. Call 753-8842 for two p.m.
April 17, 1976, and who arrived Sandra Duncan, soloist. The
neckline. Gossamer bishop
Information.
at the Mallard home on June 7, wedding was directed by Mi. sleeves
were caught at the
Group II of First Baptist
1977.
Maureen McKinney and Mrs. wrist with lace- nhanced
Women
Church
will
meet
with
Murray-Callowajt County
They have one daughter, Wyvonne Rudolph. •
cuffs, An A-line
was
Fair opens at the Jaycee Mrs. Lottie Jones at tee a.m. Mary Elizabeth Hosford, age
Presiding at the guest fashioned with
and
anels,
Group
III
will
meet
-with
Fairgrounds. If any Murray
sixteen, and another adopted register was Mrs. Sherri
into a ch pe) train,
Senior Citizens would care to Mrs. Rubena Dawes at two son, Daniel Richard, age two. Mohler, sister of the bride. flowing
both of which were lace acp.m.
enter articles in the 4air,_
Major Mallard served with Bridal scrolls inscribed with I cented.
transportation by calling 753the ROTC Department at Corinthians 13 were presented
The bride's open crown
Wednesday, July 13
0929 will be arranged.
Murray State University from
"Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson 1968 to 1971. Mrs. Mallard is to each guest. The scripture Juliet headpiece, accented
was also used in the marriage with tiny seed pearls and lace,
Circles of First United the former
Patsy Shipley• ceremony.
featured a silk illusion veil
Church of Christ County- Methodist Church Women will
Hosford.
The exchanging of vows edged with Chantilly lace. In
wide monthly skating party meet jointly at the social hall
Grandparents are Mts. took place before an altar keeping with tradition, the
will be held at six p. m.
of the church at 7:30 p.m. with
Mary Shipley of Hazel and Mr. centered with a heart-shaped bride had as something old, an
Helen Hodges as the special
and Mrs. Harry Mallard of candelabrum. To each side English six-pence in her shoe
Tuesday, July 12
.
guest speaker..
Van Block, Texas.
wt.
was a spiral candelabrum and for luck; something new,
Freed-Hardeman
Assoa basket filled with white pearl earrings given to her by
Hannah Circle or First
ciates will meet at seven p. m.
GARLAND GIRL
groom;
gladioli, blue carnations, the
something
in the University Church of United Methodist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Garland baby's breath and greenery. borrowed, an opal and
Christ Annex. All ladies are Women will have an ice cream of Kirksey are the
parents of a The aisles were decorked diamond ring belonging to her
0 social.
welcome.
baby girl, Wendi Celisa, with hurricane lamps ent- mother; and something blue,
weighing eight pounds eleven wined with white ribbons. The her garter.
ounces, measuring 19'z inches, born on Saturday, July 2,
Tuesday Is
at 4:58 p. m. at the MurrayBargain Nite
Calloway County Hospital.
" They. have one son, Kevin
At These Theatres
Wayne,age five. The father is
Frances Drake
employed at the General Tire
Closer Ciote jj
and
Rubber
Company,
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 12, 1977
Mayfield.
What kind of day will
SCORPIO
Grandparents are..Mr. and tomorrow be To find out what
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'elc.
Consider all propositions and
Mrs. Jack Garland of Murray the stars say, read the forecast
'
suggestions offered, but do not
and Mrs. Barbara Forth of given for your birth Sign
.be inveigled into anything that's
Mayfield Route Five. Great
ARIES
21 to Apr. 20) 'VIA
grandparents are Mrs.- Clara
nm
inflt:eYcitir
nces cuP
stim
ofult
:
iT;t your
Not too much planetary help,
Cope of Mayfield Route Five
ambitions.
person
an
alert
but
like
yourself
and Mr. and Mrs:- Virgil
SAGITTARIUS
always manipulate an "off"
• Garland of Murray Route One. can
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
day into one that's both' inDo not jeopardize a dandy
teresting and satisfying-often
WARD BOY
opportunity to stabilize your
in an unexpected manner.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
REAL interests now and DO by:'
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ward of
TAURUS
pass nonessentials. Have a try
Murray Route Seven are the (Apr. 21 to May 211 tif.tVi;5.
at an eye-catching new method.
_parents of a baby boy, William
This is a time to review - to
CAPRICORN
Chadwin, weighing six pounds find missing links, details
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
hidden
to
the
casual
l006 Chestnut
eye,
to
12'2 ounces, measuring 1834
7:25,
Considering this day's fine
change a course which is obinches, born on Mnnday, June
stellar 'influences, you should
9:00
viously leading to a dead end.
Tbre 7/21
easily be able to produce top20, at 9:07 p.m. at the MurrayUse accumulated knowledge.
notch results, increase assets,
Calloway
County
Hospital.
%Dm 14••.•
GEMINI
reanimate ambitiode.
The father is self employed (May 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
Your innate self-reliance and
as a farmer.
_
(Jan: 21 to Feb. 19)
ability
your
to
come
back
Grandparents are Mr. and
Under day's favorable
Mrs. Bennie Jackson of stronger after meeting and
1010 Chestnut
aspect's,
can win new
challenges will serve
besting
Murray Route Seven and Mr.
by capitalizing on your
laurels
well
now.
you
Think and judge
Thre 8/4
fine imagination and by pooling
and Mrs. Ovie Ward of Farwith tolerance.
Not Included In Bargain Nite
ideas with those who share your
mington Route One. Great
CANCER
enthusiasms.
No Passes Accepted
grandparents are Mrs. W. C. (June 22 to July 23) 8(2,5
PISCES
Lunar influRices stimulate
Wilkins of Murray; Mr. and
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CloseI
lancysh I . evinc —
your ambitions and incentives.
Mrs. Doris Jackson of Route
Avoid restlessness, regrets
no
This
time
is
for
worry
or
641N Central Ctr
Two, Cottage Grove, Tn., and
over past errors, apprehension.
doubt. You can accomplish a
These could all interfere with
Mrs. Allie Ward of Mayfield. great deal if making the
ben
your progress. Step firmly, but
Ther_d
use of your talents.
also lightly and tactfully.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
endowed with a brilliant inDon't make snap decisions
SONNY, NO PASSES
tellect, a magnetic personality
Close if Is anything
and don't expect the "worst': _
and unusual versatility. You
a
now.
tendency
No
matter
how
worth the El
641 N Central Ctr
could succeed in either the
difficult your tasks, you can do
Wryer d
On
business world or in artistic
a better job than you may think
Held Over
areas - depending on your
Ki
VIRGO
Special Photo
inclinations and education, of
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "V
Course. Among the arts at which
Important now: common
Packages
you could especially shine are
sense,-logicalanalysis and calm
music, archit5cture or. acting,
Coll
appraisal of all situations Job
where your bvefy imagination
and financial matters highly
could be given full play. Other
favored, but take no rislre.WILSON
fields suited to your varied
LIBRA
talent's. include the law,
(Sept.
WOOLLEY
medicine, education and
The 24sstrong-rn23
in)dell—
d must
Birthdate of: Van
Photography
make doubly sure they are right
Cliburn, Amer. pianist; Henry
before acting, lest they cart','
D. Thoreau, naturalist, writer;
others down the wrong road
Oscar Hammerstein II, musical
The usually well-balanced
impresario; Andrew Wyeth,
304 Main Street
Libran should keep this in mind
Amer. painter: Milton Berle,
•ii•
now
comedian..
'
Monday, July it

program ornupttatrauste

Doran

Your Individual
- Horoscope
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She carried a nosegay of
white carnations and blue
daisies'accented with baby's
breath and ivy.
The honor attendant was
Mrs. Teesa Lilly. The,
bridesmaids were Miss Karol
Kemp, Cindy Rudolph, sister
of the groom, and Tammie Jo
Rudolph, cousin of the groom.
They wore identical dresses
of baby blue sheer dotted
Swiss, which featured a fitted
bodice, accented with covered
buttons. The V-neckline and
sheer sleeves were -both
enhanced with lace. The long
skirts ended with a deep, lacetrimmed flounce. They each
wore white picture hats, accented with a white silk rose
on the side of the hat.
Miss Lisa Carol Barnett was
flower girl. She wore a floor
length baby blue dress which
featured sheer organza
sleeves and a pinafore style
skirt. She also wore a picture
hat and carried a basket of
rose petals.
The matron-of-honor and
the bridesmaids each carried
nosegays of blue carnations
and white daisies, accented
with baby's breath and blue
streamers.
Serving the groom as best
man was Mike Brandon. The
groomsmen were Larry Lilly,
Jerry Don Walker, and Glenn
Cossey. The ushers were Gary
Lilly, Jerry Don Morris,
Johnny Cossey and Marc
Darnell. Johnny Daron Morris
served as ring bearer. He
carried a heart-shaped satin
pillow with satin streamers.
The mother of the bride
wore a formal gown of blue
print jersey with a matching
sheet jacket. The groom's
mother wore a formal gown of
mint fluid jersey accented
with a white front panel. Both
were presented corsages of
white carnations.
Mrs. Lochie Ross, grandmother of the bride, and Mrs.
Helen Parrish, trandmother
of the groom, were presented
with corsages of white carnations.
After the ceremony, the
grandmothers were also given
the baskets used at the altar.
Mrs. Helen Parrish, the
groom's grandmother, was
unable to attend due to illness.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was
held at the Fellowship Hall at
the church.
Ms. Brenda Green and Mrs.
Sondra Barnett served the
cake, punch, nuts and mints.
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
Sherri Mohler, Mrs. Maureen
McKinney and Mrs. Wyvonne
Rudolph.
After the wedding trip to
Daytona Beach, Disneyworld
and other points of interest in
Florida, the couple is now at
home on Dexter Route One.
Out of town guests for the
wedding included LB. Ross
and Jim Ross of St. Louis, Mo.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents hosted
the rehearsal dinner Which
was held at the Kenlake Hotel.
Covers were laid for twentysix persons.
Gifts were presented to the
attendants at this time.

Mom Won't Use
Boy Babysitter
Bst Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Crncago Tr.nune N .1 News Synd Inc

DEAR ABBY: I was disturbed by your approval of boy
babysitters. They may be all right for little boys, but not
for little girls. Maybe I'm overly cautious, but as the
mother of three daughters I would never leave my children
with a teenage boy babysitter. The reason, I think, is
obvious. And no, I don't have an evil mind.
CONSCIENTIOUS MOM
DEAR MOM: Please read on for another view:
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for saying it wasn't "sissy" for a
boy to babysit. I'm a young woman who did a lot of ,
babysitting during my high school years. When I was
asked to babysit, and had a date, i'd recommend my
brother who was two years younger than me. He soon
ended up getting more jobs than I. The word got around
that he was 'very entertaining, and the kids always
behaved perfectly with him.
Now my brother is married and has a 2-year-old
daughter. He's an exceptional father, and I feel it was
because of all the time he spent around children.
I have no children yet, but when I do, I hope I can raise
them as well as my brother is raising his.
BONNIE
DEAR ABBY: Recently you had a letter from a young
man whose fiancee's father told him he hoped he would get
some "experience" before marrying his daughter.
You answered in your usual witty *ay:"Do fish have to
be taught to swim?"
Unfortunately, Abby, fish don't swim for pleasure, but
husband and wife do.
The bride's father was concerned about his daughter,
and felt that "experience" was the'answer.
Later you wrote, -There are no 'frigid-dears'--only
clumsy men." I'm sure the father felt the same way, and
was hoping for something better for his daughter.
What a shame you didn't tell the young man there are
some eseellent books that could. tall him all he needs to
know.
I married a man who like myself had had no previous
sexual experience, but, thank God, he could read.
- MISSING NOTHING
DEAR MISSING: I hope you didn't miss the column in
which I recommended premarital counseling as well as
getting some good books on the subject.
•
DEAR ABBY: This May come under the heading of
etiquette, but what does a woman say when a man says,
-Thank you," after having intimate relations?
Last week this happened to me and I was dumbfounded
Should I have said, "You're welcome"? Or should I have
thanked HIM in return? After all, I got es much out of it as
he did. What should I say if this comes up again?
SPEECHLESS
DEAR SPEECHLESS: Hit comes up again, say,"Don't
mention it." '
CONFIDENTIAL TO READERS: For a fascinating
novel get Abigail McCarthy's "Circles: A Washington
Story." You won't be able to put it down. It's published by
Doubleday, and available in bookstores.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.

Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
$799
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Murray Theatres
Movie Tickets

ENTER THE MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATRE'S

CUSTOM VAN CONTEST
Sat.July 16 7:00 til 8:15 p.m:
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To Be Married
NOSPITAL NEWS

1

North Fork News- - •

own the

Ice Cream Social Held At
,• •
Parsonage; Persons Visit

June 30, 1977
Adults 130
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Deaver (mother
Cynthia), 1109 Circarama
and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins with Thursday.
Murray, Ky.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Henry Sykes was in Rhea
the latter to have surgery on
bISMISSALS
July 1, 1977
Clinic, Paris,Tn.,on Friday to
Monday.
the
attended
Mrs. Lisa L. Anderson and
A large crowd
Mr-z-Ovie- Wilson got a 'call see a doctor.
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Springville,
ice cream social at the North
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
from her daughter, Mrs.
parTn., Mrs. Freda G. Summers,
Church
Fork Baptist
and son, Kenny, and
Jenkins
Madison
Frances
of
Deering
Rt. 2, Puryear, In., Mrs.
sonage on Saturday night by
Easlick visited Mr.
Iris
Mrs.
that
saying
Heights, Mich.,
Betty G. Derrington, Rt. 3,
%tie Rev. and Mrs. James she
and Mrs. Tommy Jenkins on
July
will
on
have
surgery
there
Box 56, Paris, Tn., Mrs. •
Phelps. Everyone
Thursday.
27.
Beverly J. Ford, 500 E. 9,
reported an enjoyable time.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Mr
Orr
and
Mrs.
Freddie
be
couldn't
Benton, Miss Carol R. Garner,
We are sorry we
and son, David, of
Tarkington
and
Mr.
,.visited
Jodie
.and
Rt. 3, Box 414A, Murray, Mrs.
there because I suffered an•-•-•
Alabama are visiting Mr. and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Ceyer
Sdriday.
am
and
Joan Hilt, 802 N. College
injury to my knee
The children and grand- Mrs. Enlow Tarkington and
Paris, Tn., David H. Jacobunable to walk very well since.
children
and their families of Mr. and Mrs. Brown Flood.
and
church
son, Box 407 Calloway, Hazel,
Sure miss going to
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
• family I
the
Kuykendall
Mrs. Deana S. Lee, Rt. 1, Box
hope to be back soon.
and children, Karen,
Hopkins
home of Ruben
194 A., Sedalia, Thomas F.
We are sorry to see our goad gathered at the
and Kurk, of
Kenny,
Kim,
on
Fletcher
Sunday.
Lyles, Rt. 2, Box 180 Murray,
neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
visited Mr.
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
day
Those spending Fathers
Miss Rita Sue McClain, Rt. 5,
Sykes and son, Move from
and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins over
Mr.
with
were
Arlin
Paschall
still
Murray, Mrs. W. Gail Parker,
here. Although they are
Miss Betty Jo Ward
and Sirs. Othel Paschall. Mr. ° the weekend. They,along with
Rt. 4, Box 162, Murray, Mrs.
our neighbors as long as they
and Mrs. Gerald Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson,
Sanders
sol4
and Ronald
Tina T. Payne, No. 6 Waynare in Puryear, Tn. They
Hildred— Visited Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
cath Apts. Rt. No. 10 Paducah,
trailer to Mr. and Mrs. boys. Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. James H. Ward of Murray announce the their
Mr.
and Key on Sunday.
Paschall
Max
Paschall,
North
Mrs. Majorie N. Perry, 1311
Pulse -from
Mrs. -Millie Harris of
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,Bet- Bob
Holice
Mrs.
children,
and
McFadden Paris, Tn., David
Carolina who have moved in
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jo,to Ronald Sanders, son of Dr. and Mrs. Harold Sanders
ty
Grooms.
---on
them
W. Potter, 302 N. 7, Murray,
and we welcome
of Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance Douglas Vandyke on Sunday.
Mrs. Lucille Ross, 109 N. 7,
Street.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn M.
The bride-elect received her degree from the University of Poplar
Coy visited Mrs. Myrtice Nance on
Mrs.
and
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia L.
Mr.
Orr and sons, Rickie and
Kentucky, Lexington, as a physical therapist, and is presently
Saturday.
Charlie
Kuykendall visited
Sykes, Box 221 Dover, Tn.,
completing her internships.
Clerris Wilson was in- Paris, Bryan. visited Howard Morris
Mrs. Martha M. Thorn, 1107
Olive on Saturday.
where
University
State
Murray
of
graduate
a
Mr.Sanders is
Tn.,
Monday -to see a doctor and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
Mrs.
Mulberry Murray, Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
he studied geology. He plans to attend the Southern Baptist
with a strained muscle -4n his on Monday and were supper
Robert E. Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs. Ovie
guests of the Orrs on Friday.
TheologicalSeminary,Louisville.
shoulder.
Mrs.
173 Buchanan,In., Mrs. Mary
visited Mr. and
The Rev, and Mrs. Terry
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,September 17, Wilson
Coy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Wilson on Wednesday.
M. Taylor, Rt. 1, Box 187
Sills of Paducah and Mr. and
at 1:30 p.m, at the First Baptist Church, Murray, with the Clerris
Mrs.
visited
Kuykendall
Young
Puryear, Tn., Cecil L. Knight, reception to follow at the Fellowship Hall. Only out of town inMr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke visited
of Covington Jessie Paschall and Mrs.
Rt. 1, Box 49 Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall
vitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are invited to and family
Sunday.
on
Jenkins
Bertie
Keys
visited the Maburn
attend the wedding and the reception.
Sirs. Iris Easlick of on Tuesday.
Thursday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson reporteda
Iowa, returned
Mitch Sykes spent Friday Davenport,
report from her doctor
good
week's
a
after
Monday
home
Blue Cross
night and Saturday with
now staying with Mr.
is
and
Morris
Mrs.
stay with Mr. and
BluelShield
Rickie Orr at Sedalia.
Mrs. Maburn Key.
and
Tuesday
on
Visitors
Jenkins.
Orr
Deita Dental
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Mrs. Ola Morris, Mr. and
supper Mr.-and Mrs.
of Kentucky
visited over the weekend with night for
Ralph Darnell, and Mr.
Mrs.
Jenkins.
To_unly
in
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
Mrs'. Ron Wright and
and
Phelps
James
Rev.
Tli'e
Nashville, Tn., and attended
Mrs. R.D. Key children visited this week with
church at the First Baptist visited Mr. and
- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall in
...
Wednesday.
there to hear the Rev. Dr. H.
Detroit, Mich.,. and while
of
Mr and, Mrs. Noel cissOn
F. Paschall.
they visited with the
there
Coy
the
visited
Wing()
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale are
Mrs, Jerry Lee on
and
Rev.
Wednesday.
on
in Chicago, Ill., visiting Mr. • K•ak.f.adesThe Re. and Mrs. Warren Sunday night.
S)ices and son, Mitch, spent .Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and
part of this. week with the Rev.,-Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
arid Mrs. Jerry Lee in Mrs. R. D. Key on Friday. The
-vine, Mich. While there., Keys were in Paris, Tn.,
and the Lee's visited Mr. Tuesday to see their doctor.
and Sirs. Berthal Grooms and Mr.Key got a good report, but
Mrs. Key had x-rays on her
d,ughter, Kim.
and has had to use a
knee
Morris
'.1r. and•Mrs.Gaylon
By University of Kentucky
Morris on walker for,over two weeks.,
_Ola
Mrs.
Ated
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
HOUSING

Coffee Cup

arden Path.
•
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By MRS IV p WILLIAMS ;:•'&44:.:•:•:•:•:*xe::
Nature is beautiful. I never
tire of looking out my window,
as the world around me looks
different at different times of
the day. Rain gives us one
picture and bright sunshine
another. My favorite time of
the day is early morning while
the dew is still sparkling on
the grass and the sun is just
coining up in the east.
Sometimes there is a sort of
mist in the air that makes
everything look almost
unreal.
This morning I sat by my
window looking down into the
woods and thought "How good
God is to us mortals." A
squirrel scampered around in
search of a buried nut. A box
of Coleus gleamed in the early
morning sunlight, with red
and green coloring. A shrub
with its big pink blossoms
glistened with dew.'The call of
a bird sounded across the way,
answered by his mate.
The pine trees waved their
sweet scented branches with a
soft Swish, a sound made by no
'other .trees. The air is -fresh
and sweet before the heat and
humidity of the day take over.
It makes one feel exhilatated
and alive and part of all this
great world we live in. Life
becomes so routine and
humdrum that we forget the
miracle of nature and nature's

so most families cannot Afford
the "house of their dreams"
Today's average priced house
is approximately $44,000 arid
expected to go higher The '
basic house without many
frills may be the solution for
many families who want to
own a home: Compromises
are going to have to be made
because the price most
families can manage ;kill ntit
cover all the features they
want in a home. — Juanita
Amonett, Paducah.
+++

ting
.n
• by
sal
1.9.

Many kinds of insects find
their way into your. home
Even the best kept homes may .
become infested with inserts
This is no disgrace. The
disgrace is letting a bad._ _
situation go wiafter_yott knov,
about it. Insect pests . attack
food, clothing, household
furnishings, you and your pets
and even the building itself
Some also spread disease
Prevention is the best-rerriecl:,
for most pests. If they do get in
your home, you should takt
quick steps to get rid of then
they coulll get worse if Yodon't. It takes constant effort •
on your part to prevent and
control insects in your -home
— Maxine Griffin,Elinton.
+++
, Have you ever felt cut .,•ff
from others? Many pe;'1,,Jr1
yearn for - a feetiacinpeness to others but
ull'able to experience
Loneliness and being alor
not necessarily mean
,...samething. A person ma
lonely even when in a cr
and yet, oh the other har.id.
there are times when he has
• sense of well being stir
alone. The feeling-of 19neli!.e,!,
or beinimisunderstond Is ie
of the most damaging And
most common experiences in
.our society. Each of us woLld
like to be open to others yet -%;.'
'lhay be fearful of allou a.,
another person to see our
inner feelings. A genlynt
• friendship or a willingness ti
allow others to share in Our
.inner feelings bring about'. a
sense of warmth. We need to
allow people to love us, but to
order to do this we must be
ourself. If we can accept •
love ourselves, with all
inner feelings, then u(
more nearly-allow vent)#
others, which can over'
loneliness anxiety.
Fraser, Bardwelb,

; Medicate
Supplement
with no health
questions asked.
Now you can get the added protection of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Medicare Supplement
, without having to answer health,queitions. .
,
This Blue Cross and 'Blfft Shield Program is
i designed to supplement -,-- but not duplicate -t; -Mediate,Tor exatrigef-The Plirgram pays the
k! deductible portion of hospital seryice per spell of
..illness. It pays in full, the per day co-payment-of the t- 60 day lifetime reserve. It pays in full hospital Charges
I - for outpatient services not covered by Medicare. In
:• addition after a $50 deductible, per calendar year. the
.7 of physician's usual.
.
7- .Program pays the remaining 200
.
and
.necessary cflarges we4-paidcustomary, reasonable
1.. by Medicare.
.
.
Ilyou're 65 or over, you qualify for this supplemental
plan. New members have a 6-month waiting period for
,.
,..,-: pre-existing conditions (any medical condition which
V exists on or prior to the effective date of our contract)..
't
•
4

I

-0 Mailthis coupon Way pr Medicate Supplemeni Infrn-madon.
..
'
Complete and mail this coupon to: Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville, Ky. 4O223.
Please send me. without obligation, Medicare Supi5leMeril
information
.
.
Ae •
Name
Need information for spouse

**,

Address
• zip •
City
I am presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Ky
My Certificate No*
••041

Mork OW Cross Assn •0481.ono, Associatosn of Blue Sh•lo

.D•no

Dont&

beauty. Let's stop for a
moment and look for it. It is all
around us, the miracle of
growth. For there is a miracle
in a blade of grass. I want to
enjoy every bit of it, for nature
is a gift. We can improve, we
can hybridize, we can
cultivate, but there has to be
something to work with.'
That's where creation comes
in. Man has gotten awfully
smart in improving on nature,
but he hasn't and never will
learn to create.
There is little we can do
during July and August, except to keep our gardens neat,
free from weeds and to give
them plenty of water. It isn't
as pleasant to work in the hot
sun, but try early morning and
the hours after sundown. For
the rest of the day enjoy the
product of your labors.
The Ageratun is blooming
and looks like bits of blue sky.
Impatiens .are filling the
garden with color, Zinnias and
Marigolds are blooming fa
spite of the hot sun as if they
loved it. All of God's green
earth is smiling, so go to your
window and look for those
things that will make your day
brighter and happier. It has
sort of a magical effect. It will
lift your spirits and bring a
smile to your face. Try it for
yourself and see.

Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.

Chatter

SS'

9e I
,.

_
(Veicivifie• accok
733-3079

Men's, Women's & Children's
Summer Shoes
Starting Tuesday at 9:00 A. M.

•••

No
tExchanges

No
Refunds

. •••.
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• -

•
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Ola Outland Elected Head
OfPottertown Homemakers
Ola Outland was elected as
president of the Pottertovrti
Homemakers for the coming
club year at the June luncheon
meeting held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord with the
retiring president, Bobbie
Cook, presiding..
Other officers elected were
Louise Short, vice-president
and pianist; Shirley Werts and
Dorothy Simon, secretarytreasurer; 1.urene Cooper,
devotional and music; Iva
Alford and Mary Gertzen,
issues and concerns; Rozena
Zimmerman and Payte
Overcast. clothing; Reba Jo
Roberts, family life; Blanche
Larson, health; Bobby Cook
and Shirley Werts, foods;
Lottie Hurt and Payte
Overcast, home furnishings;
Dolores Zinkovich and Iva
:
Alford. home management,
Lucy Alderdice, landscape;
Dorothy Simon, Fecreation
and publicity; REth Weston
and Robbie Harrison, cards,
flowers, and telephone;
.Rozena Zimmerman and
Mary Gertzen, crafts; Bobbie
Cook and Dolly Lorenz, international.
At the June meeting Payte
Overcast gave the;devotion on
"Is June Here,'!; with her
scripture from Isaiah. 9:2 and
John 8:12, sand the monthly
thought being "A Minute."
Members answered the roll
call with ."a freedom you
enjoy most as an American"
with Louise Short serving as
secretary in the absence of Iva
Alford.
New song books at $1.05

MISS YOUR PAPER?

July 3, 1977
Adults 112
Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Lassiter (Mother
Patricia), Rt. 1, Dexter, Baby
Boy Crouch (mother Kathy).
Rt. 2, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cynthia A= Deaver and
Baby Boy, 1109 Circarama
Murray, Miss T. Lynn
Puckett, 1105 Poplar Murray,
Mrs. Sheryl V. Wagner, Box
1365 Eastwood Paris, Tn.,
George Keller, 5031 Grandview Dr. Owensboro, Rolan M.
Conoley Jr., Rt. 4, Box 27,
Murray, Harlon Black, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Ralph W. West,
'Rt. 1 Sedalia, Mrs. Bera M.
Taylor, Rt. 1 Hardin, Mrs.
Zella McNutt, 526 S. 7th,
Murray, Arthur Hanson, Rt. 2
Box 958-E Big Sandy, Tn., Ora
G. Dunn, 301 S. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Ester Deering, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Erie 0. GLover,
Rt. 1 Hardin.

scratch .IL

Chicago (NFS) - Before
taking a long auto trip, get a
good night's sleep before you
,
start to drive.
That's the advice of Sally
Ames, sleep consultant to . the
Spring Air Mattress Company,
Chicago.
"Abow .20 per,cent of all
automobile accidents are believed to be the result of driver
sleepiness and general sluggishness," she reports.

Food Preservation Care Is
Discussed By Home Agent

HOSPIVINEWS

•

11 you leave your
each were given to members
sunglasses on the dashand more may be purchased
board in a hoWr with the
at the local book store.- Helen
sun streaming'ffirough the
Honohel was a visitor and a
windshield, they can warp
member, B Melugin, was in - so that they never fit right
again They could even curl
the Intensive Care urut of the
County
up like .a piece of bacon,
Murray-Calloway
according to UK Extension
Hospital. Mrs. Cook anclothing specialist Marsha
nounced that some dishes
were left at the First - United - Herndon.
"A car parked in the sun
Methodist Church after the
with the windows closed
tasty luncheon and urged
members to pick them up -gets hot as an oven, and the
dashboard can become a
soon.
griddle that literally cooks
Blanche Larson presented
your glasses," she .says.
pamphlets on the Judicial
lenses and frames
"Plastic
System and Epidemics. Lucy - are the ones
most
Alderdice spoke on sowing
susceptible to damage."
seeds and the cutting of soft
"Almost as bad is tucking
bark plants and shrubs in
sunglasses up under the sun
June.
visor, where the pressure
Games were led by Dorothy
and heat can force them out
Simon. Group singing was led • of shape. Once warped,
by I.urene Cooper with Louise
they can't be doctored up
like new •
Short as pianist. Sunshine
Best storage place for
gifts were given to birthday
them is in a pad*d case in
ladies.
the glove compartment.
The club planned a dinner at
Leave them on the seat, and
the Kenlake Hotel on Wedyou risk sitting on them or
nesday, July 27, at eleven a.
having them stolen, If you
and members are to bring
have to set them down
and
birthday gifts for July
anywhere without the
August to this meeting The
protection of their case,
next regular meeting will be
rest them on the frame,
on September 14 at the
never on the lens.
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
"Both plastic and glass
New sunshine friends will be lenses are ,quickly scratchosen.
ched and flawed if you don't
Seventeen persons were clean them cdrrectly,"
present for the Jane meeting, adds Herndon. "Before
wiping them with a soft
cloth or facial tissue, clean
them under running water,
with soap if necessary."
She explains that if you
HOSPITAL PATIENT
wipe them before rinsing
Mrs. Ralph Balentine of
with water or flushing with
Murray Route Three has been
a special lenkcleaning
dismissed from the Western
fluid. bits of dust or dirt
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
rubbed into the lens will

-Nap, Drive

%heathers vibe hive oat
received their bead-dedvereill
copy of The Murray Ledger
Theis by 5:30 p. ei. MeaderFriday or by 3:30 p. at. ow
Setenieys or, urged to cal
753-1/16 between, 5:31Fp. at.
sod 6 p. m., leloetkry•Fridey,
or 3:30 p. et. mid 4 p. ut.
Satvriloya, to inters delivery
of tits nowspeper. CUSS west
ho pieced by 6 p... weekdays or 4 p. a. Satvrderys to
perdetee delivery.

Sunglasses Fall
Victim To High
,Heat, Scratches

DIETERS
Note for dieters: While the
non-dieting members of the
family lather their baked
potatoes with dairy sour
cream, calorie counters can
use plain yogurt with good
results. One tablespoon of sour
cream nets 25 calories while
the same amount of yogurt
provides nine calories,

July 4, 1977
Adults 119
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Watkins (mother
Deborah), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda G. Jones and
Bally. Boy, 532 Raven- St..
Bailing Green, Mrs. Irma B.
Wallace and Baby Boy, Rt. 3
Box 305, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia A. Nance and Baby
Girl, Rt. 6, Box 77-A, Murray,
Mrs. Linda Vick and Baby
Boy, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Johnna L. Puttoff and Baby
Girl, 1303 Olive, Murray, Miss
Laura M. Kubin, 7769 Brookbamk, Willow Brook, Ill., Mrs.
Vicki I.. McElroy, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Miss Tracy J.
Turner, Rt. 1,. Melber,,Larry
W. Faircloth, Box 109 Hardin,
Bun Wilkerson, Rt. 1 Murray,
William R. Whitis, Waldrop
Tr. Ct. Box 13, Murray, Mrs.
Pearl J. Moore, Box 394 Hazel,
J. Harmon Hutson, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Hattie Vaughn,
624 Ellis Dr., Murray.

July 5, 1977
Adults -129
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
.Miss -Robin Larkin, 325 S.
Washington, Clinton, Mrs.
1,aveeta A. Story and Baby
Girl, 304 S. 17th, Mayfield,
Mrs. Judy K. Scruggs, 1100
Doran, Murray, Mrs. Edna R.
Coles,. Rt. 1, Box 46-A
Buchanan,Tn., Mrs. Charlotte
Lamb, Rt. 3 Box 425, Murray,
Mrs. Florence M. Waddell, Rt.
7, Benton, Clyde C. Busby, 225
Walnut, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Charlotte Robinson, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Ruth M. Baxley, 1101 N.
Poplar, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Annette Collie, Rt. 5, Benton,
W. A., Barnhill, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Miss Kelly 1.
Salmons, Rt. 7, Box 45,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda F.
Higgins, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Shirley A. Smith, 820 S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret L.
Campbell, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Reba S. Henson, 729
Riley Ct., Murray.

By Mrs. Dan perber,
Since babies grow so rapid.1y; deciding on the right sizes
for their clothes can keep
mo t heti guessing.
'
1 know I was sometimes
befuddled by what size to
get -even for my 18th
grandchild.
Now, thank heavens, there's
a sensible method that helps
take- the guesswork. out of
sizing. Gerber has developed a
sizing system for its new
babywear based on both
weight and age.
It works like this: For pullon baby shirts, for example,
choose size 6 months if the
baby weighs up to 18 pounds,
size 1 year if the baby weighs
between 18 and 22 pounds.
When clothing fits comfortably a baby is happier-and,
let me tell you, that makes
Mother happier too.

From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension
Agent For Home Economics
Food Preservation Clinic
How Jar Lids Seal
The two-piece lids most
home canners use self-seal
when a vacuum forms during
the cooling of the contents of
the jar after processing.
In order for this to happen,
the top edge of the jar must
have no nicks or imperfections, it must be clean,
and it must be free of any bits
of food. The lid must be
unused and new enough that.
the sealing compound can still
be trusted to do its job. The
screw band must be firmly
tight before the jar of food is
processed, and should never
be further tightened after
processing.
As the food in the jar heats
up during processing in the
boiling-water-bath or steampressure canner, the heated
air in the headspace above the
food expands and is gently
expelled under the lid (whichis not yet tight enough to
prevent this venting).
3-Way Test For Seal
As the food in the jar cools
after processing, the vacuum
form, pulling the center of the
lid down and forming a tight
seal. When the jar lid seals,
.you can hear it, you can see it,
and you can feel it.
If you're right there when
the lid seals, you can hear the
"click." If you're out of the
room when it hapoens, tap the
lid with a spoon when the jar is
cold. A clear ringing sound
means a seal. If food is
touching the jar lid, the sotuid
will be dull, but it won't sound
like tapping on an unsealedjar lid.
You can see a tight seal
because the lid is curved
down. You can feel a tight seal
because the center of the lid is
down when you press it and
will ;not move under your
finger.
If Seal Loosens
,
Airtight contact between the

lid and glass retains the
vacuum and keeps outside air
from entering ,the jar and
contaminating its contents.
If jar seal loosens within a
few days, weeks or months,
one of several things could be
to blame: a faulty lid (not

likely it it's new), insufficient
processing time,or spoilage of
the food.
In the case where spoilage
causes the seal to loosen, it
means -the food was either
incorrectly processed or not
enough care was taken in the
selection or preparation of the
food to be canned.
Remember: can only firmrile fresh foods and wash
them thoroughly first. Over
ripe and bruised foods can
produce spoilage in the
canned product.- Even if you
bruised or spoiled
cut out
spots in fruits or vegetables,
you can miss a soft or soured
-area around it.
If Jar Does Not Seal
If your jar does not seal
upon cooling, you can either
reprocess the food in another
jar with another lid or put it in
the refrigerator and use it up
within a few days.

Tummy tighteaer,
Airman Kathy M. Rector, - Sit-ups with your knees bent
and hands in front of you daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
rolling up as far as you can,
,
1,
Rt.
Marvin E. Scott of
then back - will strengthen
Kirksey, Ky., has been and flatten the stomach.
assigned 'to teester AFB,
Miss., after completing Air
Force basic training.
Let us quote
During the six weeks at
your auto,
LacIdand AFB, Tex., the airhome,ar other
Force
Air
the
man studied
insurance
mission, organization and
program.
customs and received
Then compare.
special instruction in human
relations. Completion of this
training earned the individual credits towards an
associate in applied science
degree through the Community College of the Air
Force.
Representing:
Airman Rector will now
FEDERALKEMPER
receive specialized training
INSURANCE
in the administrative field.
COMPANY
The airman is a 1976
graduate of Calloway County High School, Murray, Ky.
Her husband, Airman KenBOB NANNEY
neth T. Rector, is the son of
107 N. 4111, 733-4937
Mr. and Mrs. Claude H. Rector of Rt 1, Radcliff, KY.
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Be Sure
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AU Straw
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An AP News Analysis
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May NotSurface In 1978
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al;) — Any
observer eagerly awaiting a battle of
the budget between Gov. Julian Carroll
and the ...L9111 legislature may be
disappointed.
A struggle ,isually occurs between
the legislative and executive branches
when there is plenty of extra money
available for pet programs.
That won't be for the fiscal two years
which begin next July and involve the
proposed new budget.
"You don't make much political hay
trying to hold the line," one
knowledgeable
fiscal
source
commented. "In fact, you just risk
becoming unpopular."
That may be one of the secret reasons
the governor seems anxious to share
the dubious honor with lawmakers
whom he previously defeated or
blocked when they sought a greater role
in drawing up the budget.
In turn, the Interim Appropriations
and Revenue Committee -does not plan
at this time to offer a legislative version •
of the proposed budget—as it tried
Unsuccessfully to '4114 a couple of years
ago.
All this seems. to spell peaceful
cooperation in fact as well as name, but
the governor is going farther.
"I can't draft a conservative budget
without popular support," he said in an
intervievi. "I can't exclude the people...there must be a public
understanding of what I'm doing."
And how does Carroll intend to reach
into the rank and file for input into the

General Assembly's most complicated
document?
Apparently through a public relations
campaign.
First, .there will be a "State
Government Day" in Frankfort to
which every legislator, bureaucrat and
quasi-government person will be
invited.
That means 100 House members, 38
senators, the handful of constitutional
officers, the scores of department
heads and assorted members of every
state-connected board, commission or
advisory group.
Carroll's plan calls for a departmentby-department presentation of existing
programs.
This eventually will be condensed by
the Department of Public Information
gment for
into - a 30-minute
distribution to civic groups and thence
to Kentuckians everywhere.
"A multimedia presentation" is the
way Carroll puts it.
Whatever its gloss or ariticiality, the
attempt .,to reach the taxpayer at
hometown level would be the first made
by a state administration.
Meantime, the legislative branch is
starting on the new budget a full year
before its scheduled implementation.
Research
The
Legislative
Commission plans again to find out on
its own the revenue outlook for the next
biennium.
It has commissioned Larry Lynch of
the University of Kentucky to make an
estimate.
LRC spokesmen said Lynchwas quite

Inside Report

tt ti

accurate previously — in fact, his
estimate of income was higher than
that of the Revenue Department and
was adopted by that agency.
After Lynch's and the Revenue
Department's estimates are blended
into an agreed version, the process of
trimming will begin.
According to all guesses by executive
aacaegislative experts, Kentucky's tax
base will gedw — but no more than the
cost of current programs will grow.
"There are few alternatives," an
LRC source said. "If anything nen is
proposed, then some existing programs
will have to be cut."
The focus at the moment is on
education, and that area probably will
emerge as the major .funding issue
during nest year's legislative session.
There is the question of how much to
give elementary and secondary
schoolteachers, who seek salary parity
with neighboring states by the end of
Carroll's administration.
There is the problem of finding
money for the new University of
Louisville hospital.
And
there
is the coming
counterattack by the University of
Kentucky. which complains it was
starved of funds in the current
biennium and should recapture its
"rightful place" in the state budget.
.With such, potential headaches
aiming up at a time when the state's
surplus funds have evaporated, the
strange alliance between the
legislature
and
governor
is
understandable.
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Carter's Secret War
tr‘

WASHINGTON — President Carter's
secret war to convert NATO from a
dangerous illusion to a coalition
capable of fighting ,the Warsaw Pact
,has barely started, but more than other
Carter foreign policy it signals the
West's loss of strategic nuclear
supremacy and the decline of detente.
Indeed, Mr: Carter's unannounced
decision to restore former Ambassador
Robert Komer to •a major role in
rehabilitating the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization's battlefield
capabilities tells much about his inner
concern. Komer, in charge of the
pacification program at the peak of the
Vietham war and then briefly the
American ambassador to Turkey,
carries some cold war baggage that
might unfairly have been used against
Instead, Komer is now full-time
NATO "consultant" in the Pentagon,
working closely as Secretary of
Defense Harold Brown's agent with
Gen. Alexander Haig, the NATO

commander, and with another
principal in reviving NATO — Henry
Owen, now the Presi4nt's part-time.
consultant and a former State
Department policy planning chief.
The President was explicitly warned
before the North Atlantic Treaty
Organixation4NATO)summit meeting
in London last May that the immense
Warsaw Pact buildup (immense since
the 1968 SOviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia) had created a NATO
weakness even more dangerous to the
West than the Soviet strategic buildup.
The fact that this warning came
directly from Harold Brown gave it
clear urgency. Brown's advice to the
President: NATO must quickly — and
for the first time ever — be prepared to
wage defensive warfare against a
possible invasion of Western Europe by
Soviet-led Communist forces within a
warning time of 48 to 72 hours.
Even before Brown's warning to Mr.
Carter, he was trying to convince U. S.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday,July 11th, the 192nd
day of 1977. There are 173 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1955, the new U.S. Air
Force Academy was dedicated at
Lowry Air Base in Colorado.
On this date:
In 1767, the sixth American president,
John Quincy Admits, was born in
Braintree, Mass.
In 1804, the American statesman,
Alexander Hamilton, was 'mortally
wounded by Vice President Aaron Burr
in a pistol duel at Weehawken, N6w
Jersey.
In 1814, a British fleet captured the

• ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger It
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which • parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same-tdken, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

town of Eastport, Maine.
In 1944,President Franklin Roosevelt
announced that he was available for an
unprecedented fourth term.
In 1952, a Republican National
Convention in Chicago nominated Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower for President.
• In 1960, Premier Moise Tshombe of
the Congo's Katinga-Province declared
the province's independence.
Ten years ago: Copununist-led
Chinese in Hong Kong stepped up
terrorist activities, and British
authorities halted all public transport
as asafety measure.
Five years ago: The three U.S. Apollo
15 astronauts were disciplined for
carrying 400 unauthbrized postal covers
to the moon the previous July and
giving .100 of the covers to an
acquaintance who sold them.
One year ago: Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II received a 21-gun salute
from the USS Constitution as the queen
sailed from Boston on the royal yacht
Britannia at the end of her Bicentennial
visit to the United States.
Today's birthdays: Actor Yul
Brynner is 57. Opera tenor Nicolai •
Gedda is 52.
.Riought for today: Good government
'cannot exist side by side with bad
politics — Ambassador Adlai
,Stevenson, 1900-1965.

'Isn't It The Truth
A girl these daysis different from the
girls of past generations. She doesn't
need to wonder, as her predecessors
did, about boys and stuff like that. The
answer is seen in the dancing style.
Way back when couples danced
moodily, caressingly, toe-to-toe and
cheek-to-cheek, a girl had to guess what
a boy was going to do before he did it.
Now she knows.
_ _

HEARTLINE: In March, my
husband had a heart attack and had fo
be rushed ,to the hospital by an
ambulance. I understood Medicare
would help pay for this service, but I
am' now told that Medicare will only
pay half of the charges because there
was a hospital closer to our borne than
the one I wanted him taken to. Is this
true? N.R,
Medical
ANSWER: Medicare
Insurance will help pay for ambulance
transportation by an approved
ambulance service to a hospital or
skilled nursing facility only -when the
ambulance, its equipment and
Medicare
meet
personnel
requirements, and transportation by
other means could endanger the
patient's health. Medical Insurance will
only pay the reasonable charges for
transportation to the nearest facility.
• For people on Medicare, Headline
developed ''Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been
completely updated and is written in
easy-to-understand, question-andanswer form. It includes a complete
explanation of Medicare Parts A and B.
an explanation of "reasonable
charges" and a sample Medicare claim
form with instruction on how to fill it
out.
To order -your copy, send $1.50 to
"Headline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton Street, West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks. for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I was injured during
World War II and am now completely
ciisabled..The Veterans Administration
( VA) has givep..rfie -,a 100 per cent
service-connected disability rating, so
my wife and Preceive$760.00 per month
from the VA.
A friend of mine in another statealsp
has a 100 • per ce/ service-connected
disability rating but he and his wife
receive $785 per month. Is there a
difference in VA benefits from state to
state? I thought the VA was like Social
Security and paid the same amount of
benefits in each state. D.F.
Veterans
The
ANSWER:
Administration and the Social Security
Administration do_ pay the same
amount of benefits in every state. Your
friend is probably receiving an extra
$35--per- month because his wife is in
need of aid and attendance.
HEARTLINE: • I have been reading
about the pension reform act that was
passed. I have heard so many
contradictory statements concerning a
person being entitled to a pension that I
Wisdom .
not sure who is and who isn't. Can
am
,
chair:
that
on
as he sat there
• "To eat these things," said my uncle, you give me any facts about this plan?
R.L.
"You must exercise great care.
ANSWER: The, biggest myth about
You may swallow down what's
the Employe Retirement ncome
solid...
Security Act of 1974 is that it guarantees
BUT...you must spit out the air!"
And...as you partake of the world's you.a.f5ensipn.
You can be sure of getting a pension
bill of fare,
because of this law only if, after 1976,
that's darned good advice to follow.
you work full-time for a company that
Do a lot of spitting out the hot air.
contributes to a pension plan arid you
And be careful what you swallow."
Not surprisingly, under the keep on working for that company 10 or
circumstances, Mr. Geisel received an more years without stopping for any
honorary degree of his own. His literary reason and you live until age 65.
You also have a good chance of
and artistic genius are often thought to
be . directed primarily toward a receiving a pension if you can answer
yes to the following questions..
childhood audience.
- 1. Do you work for a private
We wish more adults would listen.
company and not a governmental
0+0
reunions agency?
class
many
The
2. Does your company contribute to a
traditionally held at this time of year
remind us of the story of the college pension plan?
3. Are you at least 25 years old and
grad who returned from his 35th
have you worked one year?
reunion in a very chastenedmood.
4. Did you start work more than five
"My classmates," he informed his
wife, "have all gotten so fat and bald years • before Jour plan's 'normal.
retirennentage=
they didn't even recognize me."
5. Has your plan been changed to
comply with the new law.and, if so, did
you work after the changes took effect?
6. Do you regularly work more than
half-time or more tharitalf a year''
7. Have -you worked at least 10 years
for your, employer f or employers if
- —
yours is an industry-wide plan that
training at Fort Campbell.
gives you credit for all work done with
Miss Joette Sledd and Larry Hilson
the induStryi'
Black were married June 25 at the West
8. Have you worked 10 years after age
Fork Baptist Church.
22' t
The 1957 graduating class of Murray
Have you worked for your ,•oinpany
High School held a reunion on July 8 at least three years after 1971)'
.
with a Coke party at the school',
10. Was your work for the Lonipany
luncheon at the Holiday Inn with Gerald
continuous"'
Tabers as maiter of ceremonies and
Coach Ty Holland as speaker, and a
dance at the Murray Woman's Club
House.

partners in NATO of their lethal
vulnerability to surprise Soviet
conventional attack in Central Europe.
Our favorite commencement address
Hiring Komer was one of these steps.
the season is one given at Lake
of
Persuading Mr. Carter to retain Haig
Forest (Ill.) College by an author of
as NATO commander wasanother.
.children's books, Ted "Dr. Seuss"
But the reallest of the Carter-Brown
Ceisel. Its duration was 75 seconds and
policy is whether it can surmount
ovation. We
esters European inertia. That means --tt was met with a deafenuig
in full:
here
reprinting
worth
is
it
think
persuading members to bring their
It seems to be behooven upon me to
NATO forces up to strength -bring forth great Words of wisdom to
particularly the Dutch — and
this graduating class as it leaves these
persuading all NATO members,
cloistered halls to enter the outside
including the U. S. to use, weapons and
- world beyond. Fortunately for you of
ammunitions that are exchangeable
the graduating class, my wisdom is in
with the forces of other NATO
very short supply. And I have managed
nationals.
to condense everything I know into an
The compulsion that for the first time
epic poem consisting of 14 lines. If I can
is beginning to drive NATO toward
find it under this underwear, I will read
these overdue goals is fear: fear
it quickly and then sit down. The epic
growing-&-a* of the loss of U.S. strategicj
poem is entitled:
superiority
which has ruled out
My Uncle Terwilliger
automatic nuclear retaliation in the
On The Art
event of a Soviet attack and fear that
Popovers
Eating
Of
Moscow is approaching a crisis over
My uncle ordered popovers
who will succeed Leonid Brezhnev,
from the restaurant's bill of fare.
further endangering detente,
it:d, when they were served, he
The fear seems to be working. One
regarded them
European member has finally agreed
with a penetratingitare...
to double its forces in the cenTral
Then he spoke great Words of
German- front area, ineeting the
assigned , level for the first time.
Strengthening''the front against
surprise attack was the major
recommendation early this year in a
widely-studied report by Sen. Sam
Nunn of Georgia, a _ respected
Democratic defense expert.
,Another small NATO member has
violent thunderstorm struck
finally agreed to a major increase in its
Murray and Calloway County last night
anti-tank guns at considerable expense.
which dumped 3.04 inches of rain in the
Neither of these decisions has yet been
city. Hazel reported nearly four inches
announced.
of rain.
Helping to make these changes
possible is a radical political decision
Deaths reported include Ralph L.
talken by the Carter administration at
Wooten, M. L. Rogers, and Rowland
the strong urging of Haig, Owen arid
Walker.
Komer; lobby for essential changes In
Ronald.r. Hopkins. son.of Mr. arid
weapons
Mrs. Jar/Ms B. Hopkins, enlisted in the
force structure and
compatibility- at the level, of field
U.S..Army on July 5 and is now in basic
commanders, not the political level It
is a Haig credo that vital changes roust
first be agreed to by field commander,,,
then be sold to the politicians.
Yandall Wrather, president, presided
Perhaps more important
at the dinner meeting of the Murray
tentative decisions looking tows :
Lions Club held at the Marray Woman's
interchan•c•
"interoperability"
Club House.
ability ) of weapons and anuriunitith
Miss Ruby Simpson, head of the
For example, the three major NATI '
Home Economics - Department - at
air forces •— U. S., British and wfk-•
Murray State University, left yesterday
German — will soon be capable -f
for Fort Collins, Colo., where she will
carrying three separate missi:e
teach the second term of the graduate
systems,eachof which is now limited tk,
school of Colorado State University.
its parent air force. Agreement tia.
Charles Chaney, Rudy•Holland, Jerry
beenoeached for common use of th,t
King, Charles Lamb, Charles Outland,.
next generation of anti-tank missi
:
today eight different,missiles are
by differing NATO forces aga.
tanks,a ludicrous incompatibility
Major tesp to come iv Robert Etherton announced today the
opening of the Martin Oil Company at
compatibility by the U. S. with
the corner of Second and Main streets.
European 120-mm. tank gun. But th,
The Dairy Judging. Team of the
S. Army has now agreed — for the t• Murray Training School Chapter of the
lime —.to study possible adoption '
Future Farmers of America took third
new 155-mm. Howitzer developef:
place in the dairy judging competition
Vest Gernulny, Britain and Hal
at the West Kentucky Fair at Paducah.
pointing to a significant breakthro•-Members are Joe Miller, Ralph Morris,
in Jimmy Carter's secret war to
and Alfred Lassiter.
NATO take itself seriously for the
Deaths reported include Mrs. Angietime.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Bible Thought

20 Years Ago

Robert Pickard, Frank Pool, Pat
_Redden, Wilburn Sirls, William Story,
Ernest Underwood,and Martha Watson
are Calloway Countians enrolled at the
University of iCentucky this summer.
Jones. Iron and Metal has an ad
announcing their opening On Railroad
Avenoe and Old Concord Road.
The Vintage" starring pier Angeli,
Mel Ferrer, John Kerr, and Michelle
Morgan is showing at the Varsity
Theatre

30 1.i ears Ago

Ryan Wilkins, age 89.
Mr. and Mrs.FleetwOod Crouch of
Lynn Grove announce the engagement
tina approaching marriage' of their_
daughter, Maxine. to Thomas Jordan
Bell, son of Dr. and Mrs. CharlesBell of
(;ainesville, Fla.
Barney Weeks and Deacon Clubb are
owners of the Triangle Inn which is
located at the intersection of South 12th
'
Street and Sycamore Street

fl hit shall N.' then cs,. to these
. If God be for us, who can
things:
be against us2 Romans 831.
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Watson Outduels Nicklaus In
One OfGolfs Best Matches

sports
Wierray Ledger & Times

Watson Could Become
New King Of Pro Golf

By GEOFFREY MILLER
"Jack is probably the
"Alfie, he's gOing to hole
AP Sports Writer
greatest thinker golf has ever
this
one,"
Watson
told
his
TURNBERHY, Scotland
known," Watson said. "He
I API —. Torn Watson.will not caddie. "We've just got to
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Graziano and Tony Zale all a man with greater control of
always knows exactly where
make
our
little
one."
. forget "Ca Canny"—the 15th
AP Special Correspondent. over again, Muhammad All himself and his game."
he wants to hit the ball.
people
roared
Nearly
20,000
hole on Turnberry's Ailsa golf
TURNBERRY, Scotland against Joe Frazier, the
drive
didn't
as Nicklaus'
course.
(A?) — Write no golfing Yankees and Dodgers in a The tribute came after
particularly well during these
Watson
then
had
to
hole
his
That was where he rolled in
obituaries for Jack Nicklaus revival of the baseball feuds of young Watson had survived
two days, but it was The Pirates picked up the championship of
two days and 36 holes of
a 60-foot putt from well off the putt from two feet to be
the Little
bat light the sky with flares the 1950s.
marvelous the way he kept- League Saturday with a 9-7
slugging
win over the Twins.
green, to the amazed cheers of champion— and coolly went
hailing
a
new
king-to-be,
Wat- eyeball-to-eyeball
and
Nicklaus
coming back with iron shots. The Twins had won
through
with
the
job.
observers
called a
some
that
the 2,000-strong gallery, and
the f#st half of the season but the
young Tom Watson.
son — shades 'of the
The head-to-head duel had That is the mark of a true Pirates won the second half title, thus forcing the one-game"
started the Charge that' won
If the stirring British Open personal duels between Bobby pinnacle of competition that
champion."
playoff for the championship.
him his second British Open gone on through the last two
over the weekend proved Jones and Walter Hagen. may never be scaled again.
days of the tournament. In
Eddie Burgess was the winning pitcher, going the distance
golf title.
anything, it is not that the Anticipation of it can make Matched in the final two
rounds, they whaled away at
and fanning 13 batters while giving up just one walk.
It has to be the most, those two rounds Watson shot
In Hospital
Nicklaus era is fading and the one's mouth water.
each other with precise often
The Twins drew first blood in the game as Ronnie Bryan
important shot of the a total of 130 and Nicklaus
game is undergoing a
Now
that
the
27-year-old
BOSTON ( AP) — Boston cracked a three-run homer off Burgess in the first inning.
tournament for me," Watson made 131.
changing of the guard. It is Watson has beaten Nicklaus miraculous shots and nerves
No such golf had ever been Celtics star John Havlicek
In the top of the third, the Pirates came up with four runs
said. "Maybe it was the most
that golf now is blessed with this year in both the Masters that stood up under pressure
seen in the British Open, was
resting and took over the lead at 4-3. The only hit in the frame for the
reported
important shot of my life."
two great champions, instead and British Open, both like cords of cold steel.
comfortably at Riverside Pirates was a run-scoringsingle by Craig Darnell,
Watson's incredible putt got which started 117 years ago.
of a single dominant figure, magnificent birdie battles that At any moment, either one
Watson's final round of 65 Methodist
in
Hospital
The Twins tied the game in the last of the third as Ronnie
him level with Jack Nicklaus
and the ensuing tug o' war went to the final puttp there could have been excused for
in their head-to-head duel as gave him a 12-under-par, four- Columbus, Ohio, following Bryan made a clean steal of home.
over the next three or four will be some sadists who will wilting under the intensity of
The game was actually decided in the top of the fourth
runaway leaders in the title round total of 268, while surgery for appendicitis.
years should produce wonders immediately start picking at birdie, record-setting golf.
Neither did. And, in the end,
when the Pirates broke the 4-4 deadlock with four runs. Craig
race Saturday—just as it Nicklaus finished with 269.
to behold.
the Golden Bear's bones.
underwent Darnell had a two-run
shattered
the Havlicek
Watson's hand was raised in
seemed the old master might Both
double while Melanie Kelly added a
Think of it. Nicklaus vs.
Big
Jack,
at
37,
is
over
the
surgery after suffering an run-scoring single.
be ready to pull away. Two tournament record.
Watson in the PGA at Pebble hill. His putting nerves are victory in a bout that hung by
Hubert Green, U.S. Open appendicitis attack Sunday. A
The Twins battled back with three in the last of the fifth to
holes later another birdie at
Beach
in
mid-August. shot. He wilts under pressure. .the tender thread of a single
the Celtics of trim the Pirate lead to 8-7. The key hit in the
the 500-yard 17th—the hole the champion, Finished third, 10 spokesman for
inning for the
Nicklaus vs. Watson in the It is an old refrain for putt.
-the National Basketball Twins was Tim Brown's two-run double.
locals call the "Lang strokes behind Nicklaus.
1978 Masters, in the U.S. Open Nicklaus, once thought too fat It may have been the one of
Watson, leading money Association said the All-Star
The Pirates added an insurance run in the top of the sixth
Whang"—put him in the lead.
at Denver's Cherry Hill and and too lacking in fire., ,who six feet that Nicklaus missed
Watson and his Scottish winner on the U.S. circuit this forward was expected to be for the final 9-7 score.
back to the old course at St. keeps bouncing back to the for his birdie on the 71st hole.
year, still has to realize every released from the hospital in
Darnell had two hits and drove in four runs for the Pirates
Or it may have been the
caddie Alfie Fyldes kept up a
Andrews for the 107th edition top.
golfer's
dream—to
play
the
about
a
week.
while David Whitten,._Mel Kelly and Steve McDougal each
running conversation as he
curling 60-footer from off the
of this grandpappy of
Already
the
winner,
of
more
Havlicek, who played his had one hit.
hung on to Nicklaus in the old course at St. Andrews, the
championships.
major championships than green by Watson which
For the Twins, Bryan had two hits and drove in three runs
historic duel—one of the most most famous in the world. The college basketball at Ohio
It looms as a golf version of any man who ever lived—a brought him back to level
in while Jimmy West, Tim Brown and Stuart
exciting battles Scottish golf British Open is set for St. State, has a home
Alexander each
a barroom brawl. It should total of 16, if you count two after being, behind three
Andrews next year.
Columbus.
added one hit.
fans had ever seen.
well develop into one of the U.S. Amateur titles along with times, by as many as three
"I'll be there,' Watson said.
-If you could make this one,
classic
sports rivalries of the five Masters, three U.S. shots early. •
sir," Fyldes said as Watson "I'm looking forward to it
century. It can be Rocky Opens, four PGAs and two
At the finish, they were out
already
and
I
hope
to
make
it
studied his long putt from off
British Opens— Nieklaus there alone—one with a
a
Scottish
hat-trick."
the 15th green.
showed the ' world
at winning score of 268, eight
Bowling
Watson first won the British
. don't believe he really
Turnberry last weekend that under the best ever in the
ppen
at
Carnoustie,
not
so
far
Standings
'thought I could make it,"
he is far from finished.
tournament's 106 years, the
from St. Andrews, in 1975.
Ladies Friday •
Watson said,"but I did."
Watson, who beat him over other 269. The rest of the field
Morning
League
twice,
Nicklaus
has
also
won
it
At the 18th Nicklaus had to
Team
W
L 72 holes by a single stroke, was in disarray,far behind.
1966 and 1970, and he has
*FA Insurance
16
8
sink a 60-footer to keep his in
proclaimed this fact the
Watson proved himself a
Paradise
Kennel
15
now been runnerup six times.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — championships 10 of his last 12 of _times it is self-imposed. I Keys Used Cars . ....... . . 12 129 loudest
hopes alive.
andmost champion cut of the most
know I'll put pressure on McCuiston Auto Elec
11
13
.
Gary Cunningham knows years at the helm.
regal cloth. And Nicklaus,
Smiths Poultry
9
15 convincingly.
Cunningham, Who played myself to do a good job."
exactly what is expected of
. Tower Sports Center . . . . .. . 9
15
"I beat the best player in die sinking a putt from 60 feet on
Cunningham
said
he
had
not
High Team Game(SC;
him at UCLA, and the new forward for UCLA in the early
MFA Insurance
580 world," he said. .Jack may the final green when his cause
Bruins basketball coach 1960s then eventually served wanted the job when, Wooden ParadiseKennel
558 not be the best striker of the
was hopeless, showed the stuff
Paradise
retired,
that
he
had
wanted
Kennel
558
under Wooden for 10 seasons,
appears unworried.
ball in golf but he is the best giants are made of.
High Team Game(HC
"UCLA fans and alumni does not seem frightened by instead to become involved in 'MFA Insurance
773 'shot manager, the best
We can hardly wait for the
.,
Paradise Kraut
754
demand excellence and this is the pressure that is expected administration.
thinker. There never has been encore.
Paradise Kennel
754
This time he, Lousiville's
the way it should be," said to accompany his new job.
High Team Series(SC)
The Murray Swim Team found the competition more than
16$4
Cunningham, a former Bruin Bartow, bothered by the Denny Crum and North AfF'A Insurance
tough at the Owensboro Invitational Saturday.
Paradise Kennel
1593
were Tower Sports Center
Carolina's
Dean
Smith
increasing
assistant
under
criticism,
resigned
John
Wooden.
_
1496
Murray was the onlysingle team in the meet.
,
High Team Series(HC)
Named
- - Saturday to replace the UCLA post to become considered among the leading MFA Insurance
Southwestern Indiana's communities combined into one
2263
Gene Bartow at the Bruins' athletic director at Alabama- candidates for the job, but Paradise Kennel •
2161
team and won first place in the invitational. All five of the
2137
helm,
the
37-year-old Birmingham, a school that Crum and Smith removed Tower Sports Center
swim teams in Owensboro combined and took second while
High Ind. Game(SC)
from
Cunningham would appear presently
has
no themselves
Mary Smith
187
three of
Bowling Green teams combined and finished in
Lois Smith
consideration.
185
intercollegiate
fortunate
in
sports
that
he's
third.
Mary Smith
180
succeeding Bartow rather program.
High Ind. Game(HC(
Paducah cotnbined teams with Calvert City and finished
Cunningham, who had a 101- Patty Harris
225
"There
are
than
Wooden.
pressures
in
any
fourth while Madisonville combined its two swim teams and
Volta Ross
217
Bartow guided UCLA to a job, including the one I had 15 record as coach of the Bruin Lois
. 216
Smith .
finished in fifth, one notch ahead of Murray.
Hie Ir.Serie (SC,
52-9 record and a pair of with the alumni," said freshmen, said he learned a
Everyone on Murray's team got toawim in the meet. All of
Mary Smith
532
Pacific-8 championships his Cunningham, who has been great deal while working with Lois Smith
490
the events were relays and the pool was 50-meterslong,twice
Wooden.
Evelyn
Burkeen
447
two years'ht the school, but the executive director' of
the size of the pool at the Murray-Calloway Park.
High Ind.Series(HC(I
UCLA's
drew
'Alumni
Association
a
storm
of
criticism
509
The coaches and sponsors for the Murray team knew in adHe will have a number of Mary Smith
Lois Smith
513
because the Bruins were for the past two years.
vance Of the level'of competition and the pool size but felt the
players returning from the Patty Harris
566
"Sometimes
we
unable
tend
to
to
win
the
NCAA
title.
High Averages
experience woul4 be good for the Murray youngsters, all.of
Bruin team that lost to Idaho
Mary
Smith
173
Wooden's teams won 'national exaggerate pressure and a lot State in this year's NCAA
whonrwent-up on a chartered bus.
WS Smith
_ 157
Mary Harris
150
Murray will,return to dual meet action at Bob Noble Park
regionals, including David Jane
Parks
144
Thursday at Paducah.
Greenwood and Gig Sims on Judy Hale
141
Judy
Kemp
140
In xdual meet at the Murray-Calloway Park pool earlier
the front line and Roy
Jean Bland
140
this season, Paducah won 312-296 over Murray. The meet
Hamilton, Brad Holland and Helen Carle _
136
—Will Continue—
Carolyn
Bomar
131
Thursday will begin at 5 p.m.
Raymond Townsend in the
Beverly Ghan
132
Saturday at 9 a.m., the Murray Swim Team will host
backcourt.
Through July 17
Greenville to a dual meet. This will be the last meet of the
And, although he has a long
with
season at home and the public is invited to attend.
AUTO RACING
Thirty-eight ladies will tee has decided not to defend'hr way to go to match Wooden's
After the home meet Saturday, Murray will be at Hopkin- off Wednesday at the Murray championship.
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. —
accomplishments
at
UCLA,
he
Tackett
Rev.
&
Mrs.
.
sville July 19 and at Madisonville to endthe season on July 26.
Country Club for the first 18
The scores shot by the ladies starts off with a perfect The top three cars all faltered
& Family
The awards banquet for the Murray Swim team is scheduled
in the final five minutes, but
holes of the club's annual two- in this week's tournament IA ill record. '
for July 28 at the park pool.
"Remember, I'm 1-0 as a the turbo-charged Porsche 935
From Detroit, Michigan
day, 36-hole medal p4ay determine pairings for their
coach,"
said of four time LeMans winner
tournament.
annual match, play tour, UCLA
Missing from the field will nament, which, according to Cunningham, who guinea the': Jack Ickrand sidekick Jochen
be Beverly Parker, winner of Sue" Costello, the golf chair- Bruins to a 98-67 victory over - Mass'kept up enough power to
Pastor: Rev. Lloyd Underhill
the championship flight for man, will get under way July UC-Santa Barbara when win the six-hour World
Everyone Is Invited
Wooden was ill briefly,during Championship of Makes
the past two years and who, 27.
endurance
race.
.
73
Season.
1972
the
only
a
week
ago
won
the
"There will be no regular
write
Women's Inter-City tour- ladies' play activities this
14==X
nament at the Oaks Country week," she also said,"but ari)
IC===r4
1-=41-=iisc=x1•=4ti==4
Club with a one-over par 76. ladies not playing in the
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Miss Parker, a 21-year-old tournament and who wish to
member of the University of play that day are welcome to
Alabama women's golf team; come on out and start on the
back-,nine."
Eighteen holes will be
played each of the two days
with the exception of the last
flight, which Will_ play only
nine. This flight is made up of
the newer golfers.
The pairings, and their
starting times, all from the
first tee,'are:
9:00 a. m. — Betty Lowry,
Betty Jo PtIrdom, • Jerler'
Sullivan and Carol 44ibbard.
9:10 a. m.-= Frances Hulse.
Venela Sexton, Betty Stewart
and Dorothy Fike.
9:20 a. m. -- Phyllis Main.
Evelyn Jones, Toni Hopson
-and Euvie Mitchell.
9:30 a. m.
NladaTYn
Lamb, Margaret Shuffett,
A delicious Steak -that
Inus Orr and Euldene
Will
me
tt
in
your
mouth!
We
Robinson.
serve
frk
9:40 a. m. — Sue Costello,
it sizzlin' hot" withyour choice
Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
of potato and a thick slice
Villanova
d
Faira
of Stockade Toast.
Alexander.
950 a. m. --- Jane Fitch,
Edith Garrison, Louise Lam b
-a
and
nd Anna Mary Adams.
10:00_ a.
-- Chris
Graham, l'sLancy Fandrit h,
INCLUDES
Rowena Cullom, and Jean

Pirates Edge Twins To
Win Little League Title

Cunningham Named Coach,At
UCLA, Has 141Career Mark

Murray Swum Team Runs
- Into Tough Competition

Revival
at DeWards Chapel

Medal Play Tourney At
MCC To Open Wednesday

on Hwy.94 East.

Services 7:30 Nightly

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

SHOE SALE
Ladies'& Men's Spring and Summer shoes

Put a little
sizzle into your
Tuesday.

Name Brands - First Quality

Sirloin Stockade Special Steak!

Free

IRLOIN
ATOCICAISE

Salad and Drink

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
.,Tenew'•

• NW+

10:10 a. Hi.-- Betty Scott,
Mickey Phillips, Cindy Ashby
and Urbena Knenen.
10:20 a. m. -- Betty Cohoon
and Jennie Hutson.
10:30 a. m. - Janice Howe, .
1
6 Vickie Baker, Carla Rexrna
an

Shoe Outlet

SOUTHSIOE SHOPPING CENTER
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS
MURRAY, KY.
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Sutter Gets 23rd Save,
Closes Door On Cards
CHICAGO ( AP)-"They're all big, but it was a beckuva
game to pull out, I'll tell you that," said Manager Herman
Franks after his Chicago Cubs had battled doggedly from
behind for a 44 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals and a
, doubleheader split Sunday.
The Cardinals had captured the opener 8-3 behind i 15-hit
attack that included a two-run homer by Ted Simmons and
four singles by Keith Hernandez as Bob Forsch got his Ilth
victory against four losses.
,
St. Louis took leads of 2-0 and 3-1 in the second game.Vhe
Cubs kept pecking away and finally tied it at 3-3 on Jerry
Morales'seventh homer in the seventh inning.
Then Franks gave the hall to ace reliever Bruce Sutterand
saw Larry Biittner open the bottom of the eighth with a
double and score the winning run on a clutch single by Steve'
Ontiveros.
'
"Stay closeariloring in Sutter," said Franks."Sure,that's
the formula, it has been all season."
By BOB GREENE
Sutter gained the victory to improve his record to 5-1 to go
AP Sports Writer
With his 23 saves. He struck out three men in the two innings
The Chicago Cubs are
-he worked but gave up a lead-off single to Tony Scott to open leading the National League
the ninth.
East Division race because
The Cardinals had stolen twice on sore-shouldered George they have a formula.
Mitterwald in the first inning, including one by Lou Brock to
"Stay close and bring in
give him his 879th career steal, 14 short of breaking Ty Sutter," said Cubs Manager
Cobb's record of 892.
Herman Franks, referring to
But Mitterwald cut down Ken Reitz in the fourth and Brock relief ace Bruce Sutter.'Sure;'
in the sixth on attempted steals. So when Scott singled in the that's the formula ...it has
ninth, the Cardinals had Dave Rader sacrifice. Ted Simmons been all season."
came up as a pinch-batter and popped out and Mike Phillips
Sutter entered Sunday's
fanned to end the game.
second game of the Chicago"It Would have been one of two things after Scott singled," St. Louis doubleheader and
said Sutter."Either they would bunt or try to steal."
gained his fifth victory against
Franks' was convinced the Cardinals didn't try to steal one loss. He also has 23 saves.
because of Mitterwald's two previous throws and said,
The right-hander struck out
-Maybe those two throws changed their mind."
three batters in the two
Despite the split, the Cubs lengthened their lead in the innings he worked as the Cubs
National League East to five games over the second-place battled from behind to win 4-3
Philadelphia Phillies, who dropped a doubleheader to after losing the opener 8-3.
Pittsburgh,5-1 and 12-10.
Despite the split, the Cubs
"It's been a tough but satisfying week," said Franks."We lengthened their lead to five
lose three of four,to Montreal and take three of five from St. games over the Philadelphia
Louis. We really didn't play that well but we didn't lose Phillies, who dropped both
ground."
ends of a doubleheader to the
St: Louis Manager Vern Rapp wasn't happy with the split Pittsburgh Pirates 5-1 and 12because of the first-game victory but said, _"The Cubs knew 10.
every game we played was a dogfight."
In other NL games Sunday,
The first game was anything but a fight. Forsch boosted his San Francisco swept a pair
lifetime record against the Cubs to 9-2 and had a one-hit from Atlanta 5-2 and 12-5, New
York edged Montreal 2-1,
putout going into the seventh inning.
"I don't know what it is in beating the Cubs,"- said Forsch. Houston nipped Cincinnati 6-5
"But it's a great rivalry, especially with the way the fans and San Diego took two games
from Los Angeles 7-5 and 5-4.
react."
The two teams draw fans from throughout Illinois,
Larry Btittner opened the
regardless.41 whether they play in St. Louis or Chicago, and eighth inning of the nightcap
with a double and scored on
both clubs attegiaking money, big money,from the rivalry.
Steve
Ontiveros' tie-breaking
Cubs
dretv
Sunday
was
their
biggeit
The 40,038 fans the
crowd of the season and gave them 128,414 for the four-day,
SWIMMING
five-game series. That gives the club a total attendance bf
SANTA CLARA, Calif. 726,859 for the season,217,667 ahead of last year. '
The Cardinals and Cubs played each other eight days Nancy Hogshead, 15, set three
meet records at the Santa
during the past two weekends and drew 284,725 spectators.
International
Hernandez had an exceptional series with 12 hits in 20 at Clara
Swimming and
Invitational
bats. On the other hand, Bobby Murcer, the Cubs' cleanup
Diving Meet.
hitter, was hitless in-the five-game series.
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American Legion Team
Splits At Union City
The Murray, American pitch by Thurman sent in the
'Legion team almost had a winning run.
.
double nightmare Sunday
All three of the Murray.runs
scored without the aid of an
afternoon at Union City.
Leading 3-1 going into the RBI hit. Murray picked up
last of the seventh inning, single runs in the second,
Murray watched the lead go fourth' and seventh innings.
In the second contest,
down the drain in a 4-3 loss.
Then in the second game, righthander Alan Gibbs lasted
Murray led 8-4 going into the just two-thirds of an inning as
last of the seventh but he was chased from the
managed to hold off Union mound in the first after Union
City. for an 8-7 win and a split City got off to a 2-0 lead.
of the twinbill. With the split, In the top..of the second,
the Legion team is now 11-13 Murray scored three times
on the season. Murray will and added another run in the
have four games this week third to give reliever Paul
and a doubleheader on Sun- Robertson some working
margin.
day.
Jeff Oakley drew a walk to
In the opener, Bob Thurman
was the tough-luck loser. He open the three-run Murray
went the distance on the hill second and after one man had
and fanned three men while been retired, Tommy Chavis
walking two. He gave up just singled. Theorynners moved
five hits in the game but three up on a passed ball then
of those hits came in the last Kenneth McCuiston followed
with a single to send in two
inning.
Union City used back-to- runs.
Bob Thurman drove in a run
back singles to open the last of
the seventh and stolen bases in the third with a single to
put the runners on at second make it 4-2 before Union City
and third. -A single then sent added a lone tally in the fourth
both runners in to tie the game to trim the Murray lead to one
run.
at 3-3.
In tht fifth, Murray added
After a stolen base, a flyout
made it one way and a man on two more runs to -lead 6-3,as
second then another flyout Thurman reached on an error
moved the runner to third and and scored on a Jeff Oakley
made it two down and the single. Oakley later scored
game was still tied. But a wild when Tommy Chavis singled.

Murray made it 8-3 with two
more in the sixth as Brad
,Taylor
singled,
Paul
Robertson walked, then
Thurman and Oakley followed
with
back-to-back
RBI
singles. Union ,City got one in the
sixth to make it 8-4 before they
finally got to Robertson in the
Seventh.
A walk and three consecutive singles chased
single tO give the Cubs- the singled, was sacrificed to
Robertson from the mound
victory. In the opener, Ted second, took third on a
after one Mary had been
Simmons' two-run homer and groundout and scored on
retired in the seventh. When
four singles by Keith Ferguson's hit.
he exited, Robertson held_an 8-Joe
Morgan
slammed a
Hernandez paced St. Louis'15
5 lead:
three-run
homer
for
'hit attack.
Brad Taylor came in with
Cincinnati
in
the
first
and
St. Louis' Lou Brock stole
the
bases jammed and got the
his 14th base of the season in added a RBI grounder in the
first man to fly out, sending in
seventh..
the nightcap. It was the 879th
a run and making it an 8-6
Padres 7-5, Dodgers 5-4
of his career,leaving him 14
game. The next man singled to
A pair of two-run homers by
short of breaking Ty Cobb's
make it 8-7 before Taylor got
Dave
Winfield and George
record of 892.
the final out on a tap back to
Hendrick's run-scoring single
Astros 6,Reds 5
the box.
Pinch-hitter -Joe Ferguson in th-e- nightcap- gave- San
Robertson, who gave up five
_snapped a tie with an eighth- Diego its second straight
runs and eight hits in his five
ninth-inning
winning rally.
inning run-scoring single to
and two-thirds innings of
cap Houston's comeback Mike Ivie singled home
work, got credit for the. win ,
Hendrick
in
the
ninth
inning
of
victory over Cincinnati. Jose
with Taylor picking up a save.
Cruz' solo homer leading off the opener to snap a tie and
Murray banged out 14 hits in
the eighth had tied the score lead the Padres to victory
the
contest.
Rick Sawyer, 5-5, who faced
for Houston, which trailed by
Bill
Wilson, Taylor, Oakley,
four runs. Enos Cabell then just one batter, got the
Thurman and Chavis all had
second-game victory, while
two hits to pace the attack. *
Rothe -Fingers, who got the
Murray will host Paducah to
win in opener, was credited
a
7 p. m. single game in
with his 19th save.
Holland Stadium Tuesday.
In the first game, Dusty
The following night, Jackson
Baker and Johnny Oates each
will be in Holland Stadium for
belted two-run homers for the
a_ 7 p. ro game.
By The Associated Press
Dodgers before the Padres Friday, Murray will host
NATIONAL LEAGUE
made their comeback.
Clarksville for a 6 p. m.
East
The
Associated
Press
By
103;
Bannister,
Chi,
102;
Pirates 5-12, Phillies 1-10
twinbill and on Sunday, Scott
L....Pet. GB
W
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Rostock, Min, 102.
Pittsburgh swept both ends
City, Mo., will be here for two
Chicago 52 31 .627
(190 at bats)BATTING
DOUBLES-Regackson,
of a doubleheader with
Phila
47 36 .566 5
Parker, Pgh, .341; Griffey, NY, 27; McRae, KC, 26; before Murray ends the
Philadelphia. Phil Garner led
/
2
46 38 .548 61
Cin, .340; Simmons, StL, .337; Lemon, Chi, 22; Yount,'Mil, homestand with a pair at Fort
Pitts
off the opener with a home run
Campbell next Monday.
/
2
.331; 21; Hisle, Min,21.
Chi,
46 40 .535 71
JeMorales,
S Louis
and rapped a key three-run
EVIentine, Mtl,.326.
Montreal 38 45 .458 14
TRIPLES,
-Carew,
Min,
14;
Firrt Gam
double in the nightcap.
/
2
RUNS-Winfield, SD, 72; Rice, Elm, 9; Randolph, NY,
Murray
33 51 .393 191
N York
Jerry Reuss limited the
ab
Griffey, Cin, 70; Morgan, CM, 7; Cowens, KC,7; Bonds, Cal, Wilson-1f
West
3
Phils to just seven hits in the
68; Smith, LA, 65; .GFoster, 6; Bostock, Min,6.
Taylor-as
Los Ang
56 30 .651
4
first game, while the two
Gibbs-rf
2
Rose,
Cin,
63.
Cin,
63;
HOME
RUNS-GScott,
Cinci
46 36 .561 8
Bsn,
Watkins-el
1
teams combined for 35 hits in
RUNS BATTED IN - G 25; . Rice,
21; Zisk, Chi, eharvia-ef--3
/
2 the second contest.
39 48 .448 171
S Fran
Thurman-p
3
Foster, Cin, 80; Garvey, LA, 19; Hisle, Min, 19; Nettles, Oakley-3b
38 48 .442 18
Houston
3
Dave Johnson, Richie
M. McCuiston-lb
3
/
2. Hebner and Garry Maddox 70; Cey, LA, 72; Winfield, SD, NY,18; Bonds, Cal, 18.
38 51 .427 191
S Diego
3
STOLEN BASES-Remy, Cberry-c
/
2 each had two-run homers for 68; Bench, Cin,66.
Atlanta
30 55 .353 251
Utley-2b
3
Totals
Cal,
27;
Patek;
KC,
25;
Page,
Pgh,
117;
Sunday's Games
HITS-Parker,
the Phillies,while JiM Fregosi
Murray
010 100 1 34Pittsburgh 5-12, Philadelphia had a two-run triple and Omar
Griffey, CM, 113; Winfield, Oak, 2(1; Bonds, Cal, 18;
71ty
000 100
4-5JNorris, Cle, 17; LeFlore, Dot,
1-10
Seemed Gams
Moreno belted a solo home run SD, 106; Garvey, LA, 105;
17.
Mangy
New-York 2, Montreal 1
Iii support Garner for the Tnipleton,StL, 104.
ri i -CHING --T8- Desb r -h--- DOUBLES-Cromrtie,
Mtl,
St. Louis 8-3, Chicago 3-4
'Pirates.
W11aan-lf
5 0 2 ,
cisions) - To-Johnson, Min, Taylor-3h
Pgh,
25;
Rose,
Houston 6, Cincinnati 5
27;
Parker,
.4 1 2
Giants 5-12, Braves 2-5
Gibbsp
1 0 1
10-3,
.769,
2.81;
Barrios,
Chi,
8- Robertson
San Francisco 5-12, Atlanta 2.
San Francisco swept a CM, 24; Reitz, StL, 23';
-p -------1 2 0
3, .727, 3.83; Gullett, NY, 7-3, Thurman-as,
Griffey,
Cin,
22.
5
317r,
lb
4
1 2
doubleheader from Atlanta,
3 2 2
TRIPIRS-Tmpleton, StL, .700, 4.18; Lyle, NY, 7-3, .700, Oakley-c
winning
streak
extending
its
Cherry-lb
4 0 1
San Diego 7-5, Los Angeles 51.61; Tanana, Cal, 12-6, .667, Chavis-rf,3b
4 1 2
tc five games, behind the .7; Brock, StL, 6; Mumphry,K. McCuiston-cf ...... .• 1 1 1
2.11;
Grimsley,
Bal,
8-4,•
.667,
pitching of Charlie Williams in StL, 6; Almon, SD, 6; 3.76;
UfleTh2b
1 0 1
Monday's Games
Tidrow, NY, 6-3, .661, Edwards-3b
2 0 0
By HEFtSCHEL NISSENSON
the
opener and Derrel Winfield,SD,6.
six
decisions
over
the
past
two
Brett drew a leadofetvalli to
Totals
33 I 14
3.21;
Cleveland,
Bsn,
Pittsburgh
(
Forster
7-4,
.636,
2-2)
at
PITCHING (8 Decisions
AP Sports Writer
Murray
Thomas' hitting in the
031 022 0 3-14-1
start 'Kansas City's ninth- seasons. Meanwhile, rookie Montreal(Bahnsen 3-2),(n)
3.65.
Union CIty
200 101 3 7-10-4
George Brett is going to be inning rally
Rau, LA, 9-1, .900, 4.26;
nightcap.
.
Eddie
Murray
drove
in
to
and ignored
Cincinnati (Norman 9-3) at7-1,
.875,
2.62;
fined for running a stop sign,
Tekulve,
Pgh,
hurled
his
first
Williams
Hiller's frantic "stop" signal runs with a homer and a Houston (Richard 7-6),(n
but the Oakland A's wound up to
complete game since 1971 as RReuschel, Chi, 124, .857,
score
the
first 'sacrifice fly, Billy Smith
San Francisco (Knepper 2-3
paying for the Kansas City run-barely-when
LeMaster drove in 2.08; Denny, StL, 7-2, .778,
Johnnie
Hal slammed a two-run triple and at San Diego (Shirley 6-9), In)
third baseman's baserunning McRae
two runs. Thomas drove in 3.61; DSutton, LA, 10-3, .769,
Kiko Garcia. and Doqg
doubled.
Only games scheduled
antics.
three runs with a pair of 2.38; Norman, Cin, 9-3, .750,
DeCinces swatted
RBI
Tuesday's Games
Coach Chuck Hiller was the Red-Sox 8-7, Brewers 5-3
singles to give relieve Dave 2.96; Carlton, Phi, 11-4, .733,
doubles.
Pittsburgh at Montreal, In
traffic cop who tried to flag Rick Burleson's single and
Heaverlo, 3-1, the second- 3.27; RForsch, StL, 11-4, .733,
Announces
Tigers 6,,White Sox 5
St. Louis at Philadelphia,( n -game
3.90.
Brett down at third base in the triple sparked Boston's 11victory.
Pitcher Dave Hamilton's
the
opening of his
Chicago at New York,(n)
bottom of the ninth inning inning comeback victory in wil4,thiow to- third base on
Mets 2, Expos 1
AMERICAN LEAGUE'
Attalla atCincinnati,(n)
Sunday with the Royals the first game and _George an attempted force play • in
office
Mike Vail's drilled a two-run, BATTING (190 at bats)Los Angeles at Houston,(n )
trag-the-Ws-by-two-runs. Scott's 25th homer triggeresIa -the- bottom of the 10th
seventli.inning double as_PalL.earPw,. Min, .401: Dade, Cle,
for
the practice..aL
San Francisco at an Diego, Zachry,4-9, won
And Manager Whitey Herzog four-run second in - the inning-Chicago's
his first game t .341; Singleton, Bal, .341;
fourth
General
Dentistry
was the judge who decided to nightcap. The Red Sox won the error-allowed the winning (a)
since being acquired by Newt Rostock, Min, .333; Bailor,
lessen what normally would opener despite stranding 20 Tun to score and enabled the
York in a trade with the Tor,.329.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
on
Monday, July 11
have been a sizable penalty runners, tying, the major Tigers to end the White Sox'
Cincinnati Reds. Zachry
East
RUNS-Carew, ,tvtiri", 68;
Coldwater Rd.
915
league
record
for
an
114rming
-into a mere slap on the wallet.
W L Pct. GB scattered four hits in 71-3 Fisk, Bsn, 62; Bostock, Min,
nine-game winning streak.
"He might pick up a little game. Successive two-out Tom Veryzer was safe on a Boston
753-9479
innings before giving way to Zisk, Chi, 61; Ystrzinski, Bsn,
47 35 .573
fine," - Herzog said, "but it singles by Butch Hobson, Rick throwing error by shortstop Balt
12 Skip Lockwood.
48 37 .565
58; Hobson, Bsn, 57;
Sours: Sot I VW.1-5 a 6-9 p.
/
1
2 Montreal's lone run came on Thompson,Det,57.
won't be as much as if he'd Miller and Burleson tied the Alan Bannister to begin the N York
48 37 .565
Tim I Fri. - B-12 a 1-5 p.m.
;core
4-4
in
the
ninth
inning
been out."
Del Unser's
fth-inning
39 41 .488 7
HITS-Carew, Min, 127;
10th, Ron LeFlore walked and Cleve
Sat. - 8-12
Herzog's leniency, came and Burleson tripled home the Tito Fuentes laid down a bunt Milwkee
homer.
39 45 .464 9
Rice, Bmi;-104; Yount, Mil,
go-ahead
tally
in
a
four-run
about because Brett's mad
37 46 .446 1017
which Hamilton fielded but Detroit
dash triggered- a three-run 11th.
Toronto
31 52 .373 161
/
2
threw wildly past third.
Orioles 6, Yankees 0
rally that enabled the thirdWest
. Twins 15, Mariners 0
Ross
Grimsley
maintained
place Royals to nip the A's 5-4
49 33 .598
Roy Smalley drove in four Chicago
and 'climb within four games his hex over NewSork with a runs with a pair of doubles Minn
47 38 .553 3 Lz
of the top in the American five-hitter, defeating the Dan Ford homered and Geoff K.C.
45 37 .549 4
Yankees _for the fifth time in
League West.
42 41 ;506
Zahn fired a three-hitter for --Texas
39 42 .481 9'2
hislirstvictory in_ almost two Calif
35 48 .422 141
/
2
months.Zahn, who had lost six Oakland
37-51 1420 15
decisions since beating Seattle
HOUR
Cleveland on May 16, faced
gib
.Sunday's Games
DRY
just two batters over the
Detroit 6, Chicago 5, 10 inminimum, while the Twins nings
Central Shopping Center
banged out 16 hits and took
Toronto 5, Cleveland 3
'Open 7 a.m. to6 p.m.
advantage of nine walks by
6 Days A Week
Baltimore 6, New York 0
Phone 753-9084
three Seattle pitchers, as *ell
Minnesota 15, Seattle 0
as four errors.
Kansas City 5, Oakland 4'
GOOD TUES. WED THUR
RAngers 4, Angels 2
Boston 8-7, Milwaukee V,1st
JULY 12 13 14
Bert
Blyleven
held game 11 innings
California to one run and six
EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED
Texas 4, California 2
hits in seven innings and John
Monday's Games
Ellis hit a two-run double to
Boston (Stanley 5-3) at Clevelead Texas to its fifth triumph land (Bibby 8-5),(n)
in a row and send California to
Toronto (Willis 2-3)at Detroit
its fifth consecutive defeat. (Roberts 4-5), (n)
OP
Ellis broke up a 2-1 duel
Kansas City (Gura 5-31 at
between Blyleven and Ken Chicago (Barrios 8-3),(n)
Here's the Diamond Sole yr'u've
Brett with his two-run double
New York (Torrez 8-7) at
WAT
waiting for' Choose from over
been
MIX OR MATCH
in the fifth after Willie Horton Baltimore (Flanagan 5-8), n
Gents Or Ladies' Clusters'
300
Blazing
singled and Toby Harrah
Seattle (Montague 5-6t at
Buy now with easy terms
30%
Save
and
walked.
Oakland (Norris 2-6), (ft
Or -LEIV/OWay for Christmas
Blue Jays 5,Indians 3
Minnesota (Redfern 2-41 at
11,
Doug Rader slammed a two- California (Tanana 12-6 ), n
run homer and Steve Staggs
Only games scheduled
SLACKS OR
hit a two-run single as Toronto
Tuesday's Games
snapped a five-game losing
Baton at Cleveland,(n)
TROUSERS
streak. Rookie 'pitcher Jeff
EXPERTLY
Toronto at Detroit,(n) _
Ugh( CLEANED
Byrd, who gave up all the
Kansas City at Chic,iftterLAUNDERED AND
Cleveland runs in six inningsPRESSED TO
New York at Milwaukee, I n
PERFECTION
plus,..pined his first major' .Seattle at Oakland,(n)
GOOD ALL WEEK
•
league victory afterward with
•
Minnesota at California, n)
• "••.
,..••••• '7
\
help from PeteNuckovich.-keit d .14,13i
• .61411t
11,411
OnlyjameS schsgul*„
r
*
•
•
14. 4.11,
•

Cubs Split And Still
Manage To Widen Lead

Major League
Standings

Major League Leaders

Brett Runs By Stop Sign But
He's Not Worried Over Fine

Samuel V.
Duvall D.M.D.
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141?lift lEiriEtit& RECAST
Call your local KABA man for
SUPER -SIRE SERVICE

James Tucker

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture

Phone 489-2151

if
Taking a moment's respite able, it is still doubtful
be
from gardening a tew days cabbage and lettuce_ could
without
agkA by stretching out on the grown in Kentucky'
wasp
ground under one of my. the help of a little
from
ago
lung
imported
chestnut trees. I observed an
England.
a
straddling
fly
, inchenumon
Because it eats its way into
caterpillar, more than twice
cabbage head, the
thC
acrliss
its size, making its way
cabbage caterpillar is difficult
fallen leaves an twigs.
This fly , which looks to reach andlill with poison.
something like a dirt dauber,' But not for the little
soon came to a small hole imported wasp. it hunts
bored in the earth and with down- the caterpillars, lays its
ease born of instinct and eggs on them and lets the
-eX-perletice,. upended the young wasps do the rest,
The spider is not a very
caterpillar and carried it
handsome thing to look at,
underground
Erneriprig from the, !role, but, it, is of great benefit to
the laboring Insect gathered mankind. While making itself
up bits of leaves and after, a nuisance by spinning dusttamping them into the top of gathering cobwebs inside
the hole, made like a terrier houses, it also gobbles up
digging for a rat and tinislikil every fly, mosquito and moth
'filling the lsole .th.at _comes
-the- .iob
field Strip Cropping developed by Soil Conservation Servicein WesterWlentucky is proving effectiveln conwith dirt. Then it flew away. ,Garden spiders are also death
erosion on the Craig Ford farm in Carlisle. Shown are Bill Gill and son,Tony, with Ralph Johnson of Soil Con•trolling
on
le
fly
The action. ot fdis
Service.
servation
beetles.
brought to mind an old con- weevils and cucumber
as
serve
to
insects
Without
servationist saying, "Take
care in stepping on bugs. The pollen carriers, such things as
life you save may help your 'apples, cherries, plums',
onions, clover and alfalfa
ners 0.717-6 -"nye- -ctralciircrt Protittee -seed-. •
fought injurious insects all
spring May not be in any
to be used. dangers as the eroded soil
mood to heed this saying. It
The tremendous plow up of sloping eroded fields," serration practices
tons per
in
loss
soil
actual
The
moves into the streams and
is the truth', however, that
pasture and grassland during William C. Lowry, Area
acre can be determined
lakes.
Many insects are on man's
the past few years may Conservationist for the Soil
scientifically' for any. field
"The Calloway County
.side in the struggle for
trigger a dangerous erosion Conservation Service at
using the above factors. Most -Conservation District
"survival. Entomologists say
problem, the Calloway County Mayfield said. Lowry and
soil ftiund in Western Ken- supervisors are taking a new
that eight out of every 10
district conservationist at other, conservationists have
look at the total conservation
developed _ a field strip tucky can tolerate a two to five
living creatures are insects
Murray warns.
without
loss
soil
acre
per
ton
needs in the County. We
efthat
system
small
a
and if dude than
ATLANTA, Ga. — A Some 9,000 acres of pasture cropping
loss in
believe this system can help
fraction were pests, human national grain market news and grassland fields have fectively controls erosion any appreciable
production.
operators maintain
our
and
designed
properly
when
to
planted
and
tenure upon the earth would report is now available from been plowed
The plow up is alarming,"
production and at the same
the
during
installed.
soybeans
and
corn
be precarious indeed.
of
the U. S. Department
time hold their-soil in place,"
The crops are planted Dr. Loyd Murdock, University
Beneficial insects prey Agriculture (USDA) at Past four—years in Calloway
Albert Wilson, chairman of
County. The disaster in cattle across the slope,in alternate Kentucky soils specialist at
upon har'inful ones. Likewise Washington, D. C.
the„. board of supervisors,
Princeton Research and
general
the
following
favorable
strips
more
and
Prices
they serve—as- loud _fur_ more
USDA market news officials
stated.
Education Center warned.
desirable forms , of
said a 24-hour recorded grain prices has exerted g....,.contour of the land. The width -The land user may have the
The Soil Conservation
adjusted
are
strips
the
of
thr
in
influence
of
deal
great
They produce 'silk, honey. telephone .report is available
now
is working with the'
erosion
Service
of
choke
reducing
set
of
type
the
.
to
'according
and
wax, shellac and 'dye. They and updated daily at 4 p. ru. plow up of pasture
County . Conthe
in
or
regulations
rules
Calloway
and
report in- grassland. Big machinery can slope of the land and the width future. With the high cost of
to seek
District
servation
pollinate more than 50 The 2-1'2 minute
The
used.
equipment
of
large
disturb
and
cludes information on national uncover
interested
farmers
expenses,
and
land
innovative
production
valuable . crop plants, act as
grain price trends, demand blocks of land in a short time. , system is based on as much the operator needs maximum
in using this system Ellis
scavengers, and improve the
situation, One man may be able to plant 'cover on the soil as pOssible income to stay even. A system
supply
ans
ConMorrow, District
soil by aeration and fertilizaand
movement and export activity and harvest over 500 acres during t4,e crop cycles
maintain
servationist, indicated. The
that
could
barriers
slope
the
across
tion.
year.
normal
a
during
and pertinent information
systems can be designed and
Some of the insects that from - everseas. In addition, Many of these acres have formed by the rows to help production and reduce erosion
is urgently needed," Murdock
installed this fall or next
are of great economic value the report is also released severe erosion hazar4 when hold the soil in place.
Skilled operators can
concluded.
spring.
this
try
to
first
of
One
the
to the gardener include the through USDA's teletype continuously plowed and
alternate strips and
production
in
loss
serious
A
the
plant
planted to row crops. The new method was Bill Gill of
tiny ladybug, the dragonfly, network.
into a pleasing
from
lost
soil
when
them
result
can
blend
his
and
He
County.
Carlisle
slopes
steep
on
soils
preying mantis, rumble bug
The tefephone number for shallow
20
to
15
the
the land. The
reaches
erosion
on
pattern
nearly 90
doodle bug, damsel fly and
recorded grain market news ,melt and slide, from fields son, Tony, planted
proper use of this system and
tons per acre. Some 25 to 30
on
soybeans
and
corn
of
acres
rills
forming
rain,
_eath
after
is
aphis lion. The tiny black and from Washington, D. C.,
other conservation practices
the Craig Ford farm near per cent of the land used for
and gullies.
• red spotted ladybug is espef 202 i 447-8233.
can mean the difference
row crops in Western KenBardwell.
in
"Conservationists
cially valuable because it
For further information,
whether a person is farming
"I like to take care of the tucky loses over 211 tons of soil
devours incredible quantities
contact Market News Branch, Western Kentucky have tooled
per acre. The total plow up
the same land five years from
as
well
as
land
man's
other
the
be
may
-a
that
system
new
of aphids, scale insects and
Grain and Seed Division,
now, Morrow concluded. philosophy is fraught with
other garden plant feeding
USDA-AMS, South Building, answer on many of these my own, so we decided to try
related.
Bill
system,"
this
Room 0610, Washington, D. C.,
species.
The Soil Conservation
20250, or call 12021 447-7316.
With all- the poisons availrnworms And Service surveyed the strips 60
feet wide and my son, Tony,
plantel_alternate_ strips in
Corn. A few weeks later we
planted the bean strips. Mr.
-- -• Ford and I are interested in
Individual
Hornworms are starting to the total income we get from
Retirement Accounts:
pester the tobacco crop and the land. I believe' our yields
TODAY'S plan for
flea beetle populations appear will be as good or better this
to be building up, reports first year. Once a person is
TOMORROW'S security
Wesley Gregory, extension familiar with the system,
entomologist at the University there could be son* saving in
time and fuel as 'the load on
of Kentucky.
"If you have time, handpick the tractor is even across the
.
and destroy small numbers of slope."
The Gills plan to seed wheat
find
you
if
but
horriworms,
If you are not a participant in a retirement
fiye medium-to-large worms following the corn and barley
plan sponsored by your employer, he may conor
more per 100 plants it will behind the soybeans. Next
tribute to an IRA on your behalf. Although you
pay' to spray," the en-. year the barley • will - be
must report the amount contributed for you as
adVises tobacco sprayed -doWn and corn -notomologist
income, you may then deduct the contribution
growers. "If you find an tified in the barley residue.
fromyour gross income.
average of three flea beetles The soybeans will be planted
per plant in ne.wly set out in the wheat strips. With
tobacco or about 10 per plant careful management of the
that has been set for a week or crop residues, proper fermore, it will pay to apply an tilization, minimum tillage
and some grass waterways in
Since 1962, federal law has permitted -selfinsecticide."
the
natural drains they will be
-10
establish
persons
HR.
to
employed
Recommended insecticides
retirementoplans. However, under an H.R.-10
that list control of both pests able to reduce the soil loss on
plan, if a sell-employed person wishes to conon their labels --are: Sevin, thigfield from 30 to 40 tons per
Supracide, Guthion, Thiodan --we each year to-less than
tribute on his own behalf, he is also required to
combinations, Lannate- five tons per acre.
contribute on behalf of his employees. The new
The Gills have some 600
Nudrin,
and
Orthene
law specifically allows a self-employed peison to
acres of crops and use most of
Insect
"The
Spray.
Tobacco
instead establish an IRA without the need to
last two products are rated the grain in their h*and
contribute on behalf of his employees.
higher in effectiveness than cattle operations. They used
approximately 150 pounds of
the others," says Gregory.
More details on controlling• Nitrogen, and 80 pounds of
individual Retirement Accesses present no excellent opportunity
for me to sevis•for year *ill and veer fonstly's finsimiel security. We
hornworms and flea beetles — actual phosphate and potash
- W•11411 elt• Woe opmertenity to dismiss wit% yes, firsthand, hew tech
including a free publication, per„acre under the row crops.
occousit esigkt benefit ye,. Why not get in tomb irttil in teary.
ENT-I5 — are available at The cash expense ranged from
There's we Adirrtion, of comic
local county extension offices. $80.00 to 8100.00 per acre by
the time the crops were
When you are broiling lamb planted.
The field strip systems are
or pork chops, cut away the excess fat from around the edges. designed by determining the
-.And snip the remaining fat at soil types, the slope of the
intervals so the chops won't land, length - of the sloPes,
"curl." One caution: when .rainfall patterns, cropping
broiling pork chops, make sure -systems, fertility
they are thoroughly cooked.
management and
con._
•

Agriculture Production Threatned

Grain Market
News Available
By Telephone

COMBINES
FOR SALE!
New 4400 & 6600 & 7700
JOHN DEERE COMBINES
Are Now Available
With Cornheads
Some Real Nice
JOHN DEERE USED
4400 - 6600 - 55-95
JOHN DEERE COMBINES
One Extra Nice 1972 Model

F-GLEANER
TWO ONLY — 400 BUSHEL WETMORE
GRAIN BUGGIES
AT'76 PRICES

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION',

TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.

FAHM MACHINERYst
so
u,lt_tuilig
AUTHORIZED DIALIR

rsTEIGEFI
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
PHONE 247 6020 AFTER SPY PHONE 753 7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Ho
Flea Beetles
On Tobacco

Jaycee Fairgrounds, Murray, Ky.
and be sure to see the

Can my employer contribute to
my IRA?

Internationals at our Display

FREE
INTEREST
FREE
INSURANCE
TIL SEPT 1

Can self-employed persons
establish an IRA?

EQUIPMENT CO.INC

Bank of Murray

Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2115

FDIC

- -

•

zypium
vo

=e18,1111,0*'
,
•••....
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ElriEltilt RECAST
THE WORLD'S MOST NUTRITIOUS
HOME GARDEN VEGETABLE

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
duyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT
^.

Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DoKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed

FARMERS GRAIN
- AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner 7 Bobby Meador, Mgr.

FIT FOR

FARM
* SIZES 6-16
WIDTHS AA-EEEE
•Not all saes in all widths.

Shoes

.1 RED WING IVri

VERNON'S
.4.0.Nam

Western Store

By Nevyle Shackelford
v." Shield for you too
UK College of Agriculture
July is the high noon of the 'homecoming celebrations and
Ronnie Ross
year — the time when another get-up-and-go vacation time.
210E. Main
golden period of sunshine and
At this time of the year,
753-0489
Phone
warmth begins its downward everything seems to be
slide into brown autumn and predicated on fun = family
drf.ar winter. By 'about a picnics, old swimming holes,
minute each, the days grow front porch sitting and getting
progressively shorter and by away to the lake, seashore, or
the end of the month at least 30 back to see the old folks down
minutes of daylight have been on the farm. This is the month
lost.
when the cool realms- of the
-In the- meantime tomatoes, country have all the atgreen beans, roasting ears, tractions, but none of the
bell peppers, cucumbers and dangers of that fabled, enmany
other
wonderful chanted Isle of Circe, the
delicacies from the garden are sorceress
of
Homer's
appearing on dining room Odyssey.
tables of this good land.
As that eminent outdoor
Blackberries are ripening on writer, Hal Borland once said,
briars in old fields and by the July isnindeed a picnic — "red
wayside, and from the depths canoes, sunburned necks,
Fiskeby edible soya bean - a new highly nutritious vegetable with of the swamps comes the softball games and ice tinkling
protein value,equivalent to meat - and its breeder, sv en Holmberg, basso profundo, "jug-of-rum,
in tall glasses." It certainly is
of Sweden.
Jug-of-ruin," of the bullfrog. a month for fun," relaxation
How would you like to grow in your garden 'a vegetable-described
Except for the "calk, calk, and letting the hair down but
as follows: "Flavor: supreme; food value: unequalled; vitamin calk," of the caterpillar- for those who live down on the
content: A, BI, 812 and C; protein:4M: calcium - high; iromhigh;
eating raincrow calling from farm,there are some jobs that
fat: none”? •
This wonder-vegetable is a new kind of bean related to the soya secret hiding places in the must still be done to extend
bean. Its name is Fiskeby V Original, or for easier reference: woods and the haunting cry of the crop year.
- •
the Whippoorwill drifting-from
Fiskeby vegetable bean. It is easy
For instance, to have late
to grow even in Northern states, source of protein - is a wasteful, the same places at twilight, cabbage to store away for
it's easy to cook, and with each inefficient process. We grow a
the bird music of spring is winter, get the plants in the
purchase of seeds you receive a plant crop, wasting acres of land easing -off. Soon this music of ground by late July. If
booklet of 20 recipes telling you to produce feed for cattle to
how to make tempting treats such make them grow Then labor, the wild will be replaced by collards are wanted for late
the dry orchestratton of the siumper greens, plant the
as "bean milk", "bean curd", time and more land is used to
katiticl,
Oth jarfly, cricket and all seed by the middle of the
"bean bread" and even roasted fatten the animals. Finally, they
the
bean "peanuts" - all from-the are slaughtered, perhaps IS
if- clacking, rasping Month. Other garden crops
same bean.
months later, so the human race
insects of autumn.
that can be planted in early
Fiskeby vegetable bean was Can obtain protein.
- In old fields and in waste July with a reasonable exdeveloped in Sweden from a
The Fiskeby vegetable bean„
places, daisies, Queen Anne's pectation of satisfactory
breeding project by Sven Holm- on the other hand, grows a proLace, milkweek, forbidding harvests are beans, broccoli,
berg, now 80 years old. It has tein-rich crop within 80 days of
thistles, blue chickory and sweet corn, cucumbers, sweet
long'been known that cholesterol sowing the seed, thnving on poor
build-up from animal fats is the soils and taking its nitrogen fen- _pungent yarrow add their pepper and tomatoes. An old
main cause of heart disease, thier from the arr,.producing rich
beauty to the day and to the time planting date for late
and the breeder was interested green beans on bushy plants
season, while from time to roasting ears was July 4, Kale
in .developing a product with similar to agncultural soya beans.
time crashing thunderstorms can also be seeded in mid
protein content normally as- Eaten freshly cooked Fiskeby has
jolt-the hills and sheets of rain July.
sociated with animal food, yet a flavor as sweet as any other
turn dusty country lanes into
After July 1, much labor can
avoiding the dangers of choles- garden bean, and it can he dried
ribbons4f warm mud that be saved by mulchingvhich
terol build-up.
arid stored for use as a food
- Don't wait. Get a field-proven
It is claimed that Fiskeby's during winter.
feel8 so delightful to bare feet. inhibits weed growth and
Seed of Fisk eby vegetable bean
presence in a meal can completely
At night the blinking- lights of conserves moisture. Grass
Massey-Ferguson combine for high-yield
eliminate the need for a meat is offered in the new 1977
Lreflies trace curious, clippings from the lawn make
harvesting with no finance charges to
based diet as a source of protein. Thompsorr & Morgan garden —
graceful arabesques against excellent mulch, but don't use
Thompson & Morgan, the mail seed catalog available free from
June 1, 1978!Offer ends July 29, 1977.
order secdsmen, also point out Thompson & Morgan, Box 24, the backdrop of a darksome more than an inch at any one
sky
and
fence
post
from
a
that meat - our present principal Somerdate, New Jersey 08081
time. Otherwise this -form of
somewhere out there, the muldi will overheat and give
disturbing tremolo of that tiny off a rotting odor.
financing options
little waif, the screech owl,
Injurious insects and plant
available.
also
adds to all this wonder of July. diseases seem to build up at
Saturday
P.,
.Answer
to
Puzzler
But
is
Crossword
much, much more
this time of year so keep a
4 Sheet of glass
ACROSS
At
111 this first full month -of sum- sharp eye out and take steps to
5 Emmet
TT A N
R
mer. It is a time of patriotic keep these pests under cOnl
1 Reptile
6 Pronoun
A1
A A R
. Es
Cornheads Included
N
4 Bucket
7 Sufferer from
memorial meetings, trol. But in completing these
festivals,
SPRAT
8 Vehicles
Hansen's
A.P
I D
chores, don't lose sight of the
12 Hawaiian
disease
wreath
'1,E D
8 Temporary
C,
fact that July is recreation
13 Poker stake
bed
tNt
C44
:
month. Take time out to have
14 Ancient Greek 9 Hebrew
S '$0 It
coin
month
TOR
fun and above all, take out to
15 Father or
10 Pirate flag
0
mother
enjoy the fruits of your labor
11 Rain and had
17 Vessel
16 Compass
because, as Emerson once
,
19 Earth goddess
point
said in- effect, it is the soul's
Industrial
20 Rational
18 Preposition
153-1315
21 Write
21 Flag
fun
and
highest
duty
to
have
Road
22 Insect
22 Prohibit
be
-Of
good
.cheer.
Pronoun
Speck
23
42
23 Extinct flight- 33.Devoured
ATLANTA, Ga. —. A new
, ., 43 Swell of the
24 Pronoun
less bird
34. Damp
weekly phone report which
sea
25 Fruit cake
24 Hasten
Written in
-36'
• 45 Spider s trap
26 NUmber
--yer,se
25 Sunburn
gives a national- recap of
27 Emerge victor- 27 Contorted
37 Cooks in riot' 46 Afternoon •
broiler market conditions, as
party
ious '
tat
28 Preposition
• 47 Transgress
28 Distant
30 Article
28 Fqrgive
seen
by processors and
4.9 Sun god
29 Conjunction
39 1.441ped
31 Youngster
51 Pronoun
buyers.,is now available to the
40 Pronoun
30 Eastern.
32 perplexed
capital
broiler industry from USDA's
32 Parent
10
7 Mi,8 9
:
5 0
1 ME;fr
Agricultural Marketing
(colloq
9;5
._34_Eos_whatseaService
f-AMSti
liA
12
son?
0:13
Information in this new
35 Swiss river
:eV 19
15
16
36 Place
report is compiled by market
Xi
IIa
!:
37 Liberate
.'0
1
%
news reporters- with . AMS'
ill
SO 20
39 Conjunction
:.:4;
to. 21
40 Seep
&A
Poultry Market News'Branch.
25
41 Soak
DM
iore
These reporters contacts..iol
42 Strike
,
IiiII
XIC•
i
1
43 African canal
Ski: 28
KM,27
26
nd
than a hundred buyer
44 Negative
410.1e4
0
fty
nearly
one-hundred33
1132
prefix
11131 1111
29
IV::30
45 Marry
processors throughout the
46 Marine reptile
country
each week'. The report
48 Ireland
Viter
P36•
..e.v:•::
,
50 Pitcher
39
contains
their views on such
37 38 III
52 Comparative
•conditions
as current
market
_ending
ad;43
litt1i 42
41
53 Pierce
ANC
111 demand, next-week demand,
.._. 54 „Hard of
Othlt 45
Ily AO
44
next-week market undertone,
'hearing
X
Mil
:4C.'
I
55 Commander
live supply and weight
WI
— 52 II
51
48
(abbr )
(current and previous' week's
DOWN
1 High mounaverage).
tain
The phone report is updated
• Distr. by -United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
2 Acclimatizes
3 Buccaneer.
each- Tuesday afternoon by
2:30 p.m. and runs about five
minutes. Persons interested in
listening
to this report should
PEANUTS
call (404) 876-1869 or 881-3073.
For additional information
about this report, write to Ts
1-iairCAN A BASEBAL,_
Poultry Market News. USDA,
Till Jan. 1, 1978
CAN'T BE
SCO'RE BE ELEVEN Room 210,'1718 Peachtree
RIGHT
THOUSANO TO THREE" Street, NW, Atlanta, Ga.,
When you purchase a new Case 43-80 pto hp tractor between July rst •
30309.
and Sept. 30th you'll receive interest free financing till Jan: 1, 1978.
You get your choice of five farm power choices, each With hydrostatic
power steel tog, power-take-off, three point hitch and 12,st:teed synchromesh transmission, all standard.

Buy any new

Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

We Stock
Safety

There's a
t- Farmowners

Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Mil

mA Journey Into July

753-1818
tawny,lg.

What you see
is what you pt.

MF combine
now...

NO
FINANCE
ARGES
June 1,1978
until

MP.

Excellent

New Poultry

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Market Report

Now Available

• with

0New Finance
Plan
15% Downpayment
*Balance in 5 Years
*7% Interest
There is always somebody from somewhere who
has a "bargain" price on grain bins. And you are
asked to buy without seeing what kind of bins you are
getting.
Before you MI); any kind of a grain bin, let us show
you a Grain in by Butler.*
You'll sec -how Butler engineering has designed
safe, dependable 'protection for your grain. Compare
feature for feature, and you'll see why there are more
Grain Bins by Butler on.,. American farms than any
other brand.
Let us show. you a Grain Bin
by Butler. What you see is what
you get. And what you get is the
best in grain bins at a price you
can afford.

Bins in Stock
For Immediate
Delivery

on Case
43-80 PTO HP
Tractors

mis

i3t7.1

FREE! FREE FINANCING

A Consumer Tip
Extension Specielistif et
the UK.College of Agriculture

from

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
ROWE'4, Murray

- HOT DEAL

US

THAT JUST CAN'T'.
BE RIGHT

Chilled u4weetened
juices;
stich as grapefruit.
apple, "grape and pineapple
juice—make great summer'
coolers. Keep several .large
cans in the refrigerator as a
nutritious alternative to soft
drinks, is the suggestion of
UK extension food spegial.ists.
. •

Phone 502-153-3897
5O2-459-2455
502-7534448

,

imisar.,‘"--"" •

These are the units farrous, for their fuel efficiency and reliability to
keep you going no matter how tough the going is. So don't wait, stop in
to your participating CaseSdealer and we'll show you two ways to beat
-7 the heat! See us today!

McKEEL
EQUIPMENI
CO., INC,.

nor.T1
7611'4a
503 WOKE Remy, 751-3062
---wiana161X181,

I .

It
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1

Notice
COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAUOF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
'CONTRACTORS

2 Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
c:assified displays
snd regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the day
• ublication.

2 Notice
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDEINE,
753-6333.
DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
missing persons, child
custody. etc. Gibson
Detective
County
'Agency. Box 644, Milan,
TN 38358. Phone days
901-686-8661, nights after
p. ni. 753-9514.

LOST
2Dogs
A white and tan
short-haired mixed
breed dog, also a
small long haired
solid white dog. Both
lost in the New
Providence Church
of Christ road- area.
If seen please call
753-7618 after 5:30
p.m.

6 Help Wanted
DENTAL ASSISTANT over 21. Experience not
necessary. Send 'complete resume til Box 32.C,
Murray

Part Time
Male Help

15 Articles For Sale
MOVING SALE, living
room, dining room,
bedroom furniture,
appliances, table saw,
work bench. Good
qUality,
reasonable
'prices. Call 753-6163.

197515' RUNABOUT with
70 horse Mercury. Sears
dryer and 1973 Pontiac
Le Mans, 5,000 BTU air
'conditioner. Call 4374889 or 753-8940.

SUPPLY
MURRAY
Lawn apcl, Garden has a
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
good supply of used lawn
4 ply polyester, white
and garden equipment
wall, premium grade,
200 E. Main.
12,32 tread- depth.
A78x13", $16.06 plus
27 Mobile Home Sales
$1.74 FE Tax, E78:14",
MOBILE home on
12x60
-$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
lot. $8600. Call 753large
F78x14", $20.15 plus
0807.
$2.44 FE Tax, G711x14,"
'or 15", $21.38 plus $2.1
WM 14 x52 NEW MOON
FE Tax, H78x15",$23.
mobile home. Extra
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
clean. Lived in 8'monL78x15", $25.76 plus
ths. party is moving.
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
Call 753-4034.
with raised white letters,- G70x14" or 15",
1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
with 7 x 14 expando
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
living room and 3 x 8 tip
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
out in bedroom. Com1.60x14" or 15", ,$33.85
pletely furnished and
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
carpeted. Also utility
Truck tires - Hi way
shed, air conditioned
tread. 7001E15", 6 ply,
and underpinned. See at
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
258 Riviera Ct.
_
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus , $3.59 FE Tax, LATE MODEL double
H78x15", $31.11 plus
wide home on block
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
foundation. Storage
type, 700x15", $28.04
room underneath. 3
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
central air and heat In
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
lake privileges. 436-2473.
plus. $4.12 FE Tax.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
, Meet
- gr•od
MOBILE HOMES and
present stock lasts.
mobile home spaces for
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
16. Home Furnishings
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
ANTIQUES - iron beds,
English washstdnd, with
NEWLYWEDS
tile, Aladdin lamp,-' SEEKING unfurnished 2
quilts,-and-rocker. Call
bedroom house or
•
753-8761.
apartment by mid
August. Call 753-7868.
19 Farm Equ.pment

Sealed bids will be
Mornings
received by the Bureau of
&Nights
Highways, at its office,
Apph in
Frankfort, Kentucky unPerson Only
til 10:00 A. M. Eastern
FACTORY
says in Mark
No Phone Calls
6 Help Wanted
Daylight Time on the 21 - JESUS
"And'ye shall be
DIRECT
13:13.
part
day of JULY, 1977, at
FULL TIME and
See Richard
hated of all men for my
which time bids will be
time sales persons. Must
DIST HIBUT ORSHIP
that
but
he
name's sake:
Parker at...
publicly opened and read
be able to run a .cash
4 BILLION DOLLAR
shall endure unto the
calls,
phone
for the improvement of:
register.
No
INDUSTRY
end, the same shall be
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
apply in_person to
. 100% MARK UP
in
Luke
saved."
And
RS18-423: The HazelVernon's Western Store,
9:62 -No man, having
NO SELLING
Crossland-Lynn GroveOlympic Plaza.
National
Corn
Established
put his hand to- the
Browns Store -'KY 121
yry•rth Manufacturing
plough, and looking
S
currently 'expanding
ex(KY 893) Road from US
AN
WANTED
eJnortwide
network
of
back, is fit for the
641 westerly to the West
perienced plumber in all
,r-dependent FACTORY
kingdom of God." For
DIRECT
drstobutors to
State Line Road (CR
phases of residential
information
ker yrce_
acco'unts
further
1255), a distance of 3.030
plumbing. Halteman
Company
In
se,
ured
by
North 12111 it
consult your Bible. For
miles. Bituminous ConIns area
V
and Puckett Plumbing,
753-0984.
call
assistant
crete Surface.
.
IMMEDIATE INCOME
Mayfield, -Ky. Phone
14. Want To Ike
l'he Bureau of High- COLOR PORTRAITS,
PRODUCT RETURN
247-5636.
PRIVILEGE
ways hereby notifies all
bring us yours for extra '"
WANT TO BE • good
PADUC.A11.
Ilidders that it -will aftopic. Made from any " CQMPLETE TRAINING.
used-mobile tOrriv Call
M
A
N-49
R.
WOMAN
Democrat is looking for
flrmatively insure that
size into any size.
52741322.
FULL
TIME
this
area.
carrier
in
'
*contract entered into
Wallets low as'24 cents,8
PART TIME
Reliable person, good
tiorsuant to this adx 10 $2.40. Fast service.
USED, BICYCLE,
GOOD
L1,1 Indy ViSlt Our Fa(.10,,s'
tranand
profits
Itertisment,
minority
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
andyNational Headquarters
Call 753-0268
S4750
sportation allowance. If
753-0035. Free parkins bpsiness enterprises will
•
MINIMUM CASH
interested, please con7
114 afforded full oplot, use our rear enREQUIRED •
SMALL 13°USI-101.. pertact Circulation
piartunity to submit bids
trance.
t This is not a franchiser
ferably pull t!pe for
Department, 4434771.
in -response to this invFOR FREE BROCHURE
Allis D Tiactor Call 436FOR ,- WATKINS
call TOLL FREE '
tation, and will,not
1 800-643-5596
2124.
P_r°ducts_
Contact
WANTED 5 days-a week,
discriminated- against-onor send-Name,-Adgfffess
Holman Jones, 217 South
and ihepPlone Numbe; to
someone to babysit from
the ground of race, color
WOULD LIKE to buy
.
VVELCO, INC.
13th, phone 753-3128.
2:30 p. m. to 11:30 p. m.
or national origin in con510 Plaza West.
registered wire haired
in return for room and
Little Rock, Aft 72205
sideration for an award.
MOST COMPLETE
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
board. Call after 8 p. m.
Bid Proposals for all
service shop, in this
753-5669.
3 Card Of Thanks
753-2897.
projects will be available
area. Murray Lawn and
15
Articles For Sale
until 9:00
A. M.
Garden, 200 E. Main.
THE FAMILY or Bernie
Apply
at
*MECHANIC,
EASTERN DAYLIGHT - E. Adams express their
TOBACCO AND tomato
Muffler -and
TIME,
THURSDAY, " OVERWEIGHT? Lose up
appreciation
of
sticks, 13 cents each.
the
days!!
to 30- Ow in 39
,
Automotive Center, 7th
.17.TLY 21H 197i, at VWmany
'thoughts
of
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
kind-'
New milk -shake weight
Division of Contract
and Maple.
ness.
To
the
West
View
Prpcureinent.
Bid- loss program - no
AIR ConNuising Home and staff, ' $200 WEEKLY POS- SALE
exerciSe, no drugs. Or
Proposals:for all projects
WILL SELL or buy used
to Dr. 'Clark, nurses,
ditioners. While they
SIBLE
PROFESSIONAL MAN
stuffing
endistributor
become a
/ill be available at a cost
or new farm machinery
models
Max Churchill Funeral
deluxe
all
last
velopes. Send a self-'
needs house in country.
and earn extra money.
of $2 each and remittance
on Hardin 80 East. Call
itome, Rev. Lawson
with variable speed
Call 436-2533.
addressed
stamped
Send replies to Shady
playable
to
State
437-4801.
- Williamson, Oneida
fans, 9 position [her-.
envelope to Fischer
Oaks Trailer Court No.
Treasurer of Kentucky
White, for their commostat, 5 year guaNICE HOUSE for middle
Enterprises, Box 127,
19, Murray. Will contact
Must,accompany request
FERGUSON PONY
compressor,
forting
rantee
on
thoughts,
to
all
age couple. Call .436Eureka,
South
Dakota
you personally.
fbr proposals.
with ,• imtractor
who sent flowers, the
6,000 BTU 169.95-,
2415:
57437.
plements. Cal 753i05&-.---peI4bearers, we-say
IRA, BTU: '52-39.95,
(NON REFUNDABLE)
YOUNG COUPLE wants
$.25.00 PER HUNDRED, -17000 BTU $319.95
thanks to you all. May
For
ItED PROPOSALS ARE
house in country within
the love that passeth all • stuffing envelopes. Send:
20,000 BTU $329.95. NEW IDEA single row
LaSUED ONLY TO
Sale!
10 miles Of Murray.
corn -picker. $500.00
self-addressed, stamped
Wallin Harcludre, Paris,
understanding,
abide '
PREQUALIFIED CON=
Willing to do minor
good. Case. tractor
envelope. TK EN- 'Tenns
4with all of you.
55 Gallon
MACTORS.
repairl.- Call 753-6947.
diesel, 430 with plow.
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
The children Danny,
Drums
32 Apartments For Rent
.npecimen Proposals for
good. Call 4374801.,Maih •• •
also tame plums and
fainily, Bobby, J.W.
„
an projects will be
11331ED-APART
i • re
. s
----RELIABLE----Street-liardin.-1
mily,
available to all interested
MENT. Living room,
housekeeping, 1-2 days
parties at a cost of $2 each
5 lost And Found
NOW. 20 Sports Equipment
AVAILABLE
bedroom, bath, and
per week. Some child(f•LON REFUNDABLE).
All
foam.
to
Urethane
Close
kitchen.
involved.
care
Antique
MAHOGANY
FOUND -MALE Poodle
30'
Specimen rroposais cansizes, all densities. Cut
campus. Call 7534742
required.
References
Cruiser. $2500. Can be
in Lakeway Shores. Call
Ph.
753-5719
not be used for bidding.
to your specs. West Ky.
after 5 p. m.
Call 753-8760.
436-5331
seen at Cypress Bay
Cabinet Co.. 1203 Story
Resort.-TiVO APARTMENTS for
Avenue 753-6767.
•{NANCY .
SO TIRED
rent. Partially furZ ZZ
1 t-iOPE THE
FOR SALE used air SAILBOAT IRWIN
TONIGHT-1
0Lir<•1:
nished. Phone after 7 p.
SUNLIGHT
•
•
Yachts, AMF Alcort,
conditioners. We also
TO SLEEF- ROR
m. 753-3596. .._
le./OfN T wAa:4E
See
at
Venture, Sizzler.
buy used , air conT vvELvE 1=roDURS
.
ME UP EARLY
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
ditioners Dill Electric,
N
ONE
FURNISHED
62, Calvert City, Ky.
753-9104
or
753-1551.
No
apartment.
MORN NO
bedroom
Phone 1-395-7844 or Iutilities furnished. Call
ONE THREE case20-cent
362-8585.
753-3763 or 753-3519 after
coke machine. Like new.
5 p. m.
20' MARK TWAIN, 188 h.
-s
.$400. Ca'.1 753-4389.
p. Mercruiser. Like new.
BEDROOM
SHUTTERS ,-- Black
Lots of accessories. ONE
apartments_for_rent at
lEATLE BAILEY
plastic'. Sifts 39 through
$6500. Call Larry Heath
DEEts..E
207 N. 12th. Phone 753YOU JUST HAYE)
AND NOw rvE
votAT IS "1-4467
67 Males!' Inquire at • 1-901-479-3351. .
ocir IT AGAIN
ITS JUST
A CERTAIN RAM
P
3744 days or 753-0614
I HAP
Lumber
Murray
FOR K.P.
EOF THOSE
YESTERDAY! \ TomoRRow!
nights.
- Compan 104 Maple or
01IV THINGS.job., ,--- **
'YAMAHA 12 String
call 753-3161.
1.-iikt
lfiIo AVISWELL ROAD
....ownslilliallikor
liar Daly 6 montlis
across froth West View
4
Wrio
A BOOD BUY give it a
old. Excellent condition.
Nursing Home. Carpet,
Call 753-8260 after'5 p.m.
Lustre
try. „.„filue
air condition, stove,
America's 'Favorite
23. Exterminating
- oven, garbage disposal,
Carpet Shampoo. Big K,
refrigerator and dishBel A tre Shopping
440
washer. Two bedrooms,
Center.'
FREE 41
utility room and bath.
Termite
$175 per month. Call 753SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
3865.
Inspectioi
THE PHANTOM
1!.
YOU 5,4Y THE"MAN" WHO
LIES! THEY
THEY CO NOT LIE,
w4
154,
.5pOe
iyea
TOOK 10LIR GUNS... ANC
STOLE THE
,
GREAT
PRINCE.
SEE)
Cortrfied
h
EPA
tM
felt $5.00.
LEFT THE MARK,LOOKEP
FURNISHED
APARTPOWDER
. THIS MARK
hood Costly Howe Repairs
,
PRIEST
•
LIKE THIS 2
AMP SOLP
at $9.00 2 x 4's at 65
UPON THEM
or. 2
liTENTS,
1
-OF,ZAAL
I
IT'
JAWS
cents ej Paneling 4 x 8
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Kelly's
Termite
sheets over fitselections
Apartments, South 16th
Se..
, starting at $2.95 ea.
& Pest Control
Street, 753-6609.
1
:1;
11 1 0,11
'
1
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
Nowa mood sod posirted Or. 20
Paint.
per - inch.
FURNIS
- RED
APARTyears Do rot sip my nortmet IP* Dols
.
I, SWAP.
.Styorciarrr . insulation MENT near downtown
100 South 13th St.
)2" and I" 4 x 8 sheets.
Murray. Call 751-4109.
Phone 753-3914
YS
Doors surfing at PA
Houses For Rent
34
Fish
Roaches,
Sliver
ea. Bathroom vanities
TV
YES
and
Shrubs
.„
and stall board. Tomato
TWO BEDROOM house in
•
stakes at 6'cebts per ft.
Hardin. Stove and
BLONDIE
ccizA 1-441
(
.1 SHE PROMISED TO
'NEN 140WD YOU GET
ON ELEVEN
New shipment of safes
- refrigerator furnished.
Sr-IRE PLAY'S
N,
COUNT TO TEN
r THE BLACK EYE-7'
SHE BELTED
from $25.00-and up. Used
-D DTY
*
V*
t
tt
BEPORE SfE GOT
Call 753-4661.
•
ME
'
MAD AT ME
office desks starting at
24 Miscellaneous
$40.00. used office chairs
SEVEN Rpm.' house,
C.)
starting ;it $10.00. Steel FOR SALE: used -Early
$115 per month. Call 753pipe several sizes at 15
7874.
American sofa and
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
Needs
clialr.
36 For Rent Or lease
x 8 th(Tts for $3.75 to'
IR- ,
4•
reupholstering. $25.00.
44411s;
12
at
E6.00
Eiberglass
Phone 1454-6217 after'• BUILDING..FOR rent or
**Ilt :
_Wits to '3; cents per sq.
4:00 p. m.
lease, 30 '2'50. Ideal for
ft. For ,:reen houses:.
44:4•
body shop. Call 43675366.
:
4;
1
4
,se
patios, , if•ports, skir- CUSTOM MATTRESS
made. any size for an- FOR RENT OR LEASE,
ting 14 ci.erage trailer
L AB.NER
IN Ti-IE KREMLIN RIGHT'r!IF-- IT
tique beds or cimpers.
$60.00 Boss & Tuck
retail store building on
wE
'
Buy direct and save on
south side court square
SalvarrAkIse. Inc. P.O.
; .1 ,ME:r1N! ( AWF
51-4400-1 ;61.1,`,GC;Lir
mattresses:
all
op
Bnhooxsn88
n...38
0pe
237.
n
aet,,4
N 1ui 1.1r5t8ii
Mayfield, 2500 ,sq: ft.
tln7.:,1s:T0020
' • YCILYIA:
\ Yob ??
Tborr4
Healthopedic or foam.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247--5Hour ME 22Also see their 'elegant
2833.
gallery of furniture,
37. livestbck • Supplies
Bamboo, Wicker and
E-of.
'
1:1NCOMPLETE
Brass. WISES WEST , GENTLE BLACK, 15
;p4.rsotd uc'
co
ih3j
Ottilhea
KY. MATTRESS AND
month old quarter horse
irodtmo
tm-ffo
house
FURNITURE
1136
plant food,
colt. Make pleasure or
•
Murra
Solth 3rd. Paducah.
I,awn and
game horse. Call '153Phone
1-443-7323.
30
- 0 E. Main.
9390.
•

Thornton
Marble

4110

ec--64146-

c

MUMS

7

A.- --

5....-...•••••asssimiilsollli•nlIso
110

3E Pets

24 Miscellaneous
HALF YORKS IRE
Terrier pups. $20. Call
after 5, 753-0717.

Supplies

IRISH SEWER pups, 8
weeks old for sale. $25.
Call 474-2310.

START
A
BIG
CHAIN
REACTIO1
ads

By placing on economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger k Times, yow
start a chain reaction that le
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Wont Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably lust what Reader
X is looking tor.

Don't believe it?, Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thes0c.hain reaction.

Link up with the largest volume
lesmort in Calloway County...

Murray
Ledger
& Times
Phone

• 7531916
41;SINV•-."-.1.°-`rig•wsk=

71

•
I
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31EJ.14tala.M3EllrliE31E31:P
38 Pets

Supplies

43 Real Estate

REGISTERED ST.
Bernard puppies for
sale. Ca111-901-642-8075.
• SIAMESE KITTENS, 8
weeks old. Call 753-8199
753-1225.
40 Produce
CORN, 75 cents dozen.
Ora King, Route 4. Call
7534789.
13. Real Estate

FARM - 20 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
and frame home. Has 10
acres'tendable and a
good metal pole barn,
also a pond. Has 24 x 30
cleanup shop. Large
comfy family room with
fireplace. Home in good
condition inside and out. •
Located on Faxon Road.
Just 11
/
2 miles off of 94
East. Priced in mid 30's.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore,753-77241

LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths ... nicely
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

43

51 Services Offered

Rea' Es.ate

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.Call 474-8841.

Wilson
Insurance and Real

Estate Agency, Inc
202 knob 401 Shwa
Phone 733-22•1

APPROXIMATELY
NINE choice acres of
water front property
located on Cypress
Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake. This
fine lake front property
• has good building sites
and good access. Sohn C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 7530101 or 753-7531.

4-Th

Bankroll Card

QUALITY

ad

••• t•

LIVE IN ONE and rent
the other. Adjoining
properties on South 12th.
Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick with electric THREE
BEDROOM
heat, family room,
home in nice neighill
and
carpeting,
borhood near university. 40
fireplace. Large 2 story
Roomy home with
with
home
frame
central heating and air, "AS UN AMBASSADOR `OUNG
INVEST IN HAPPINESS.
basement and separate
wall-to-watl.,carpeting,
WOULD SAH---" „
Excellent construction
garage. This property
franklinireplace,
in this home located on
has a bright future.
lovely laarilitaping and
46. Homes For Sale
49. Used Cars & Trucks
quiet residential street.
Waldrop Real Estate, located
uiet street.
Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
206 S. 4th, 753-5646, after
Priced
only $34,000.
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2
1968 PONTIAC,GTO race
baths, formal dining
hours 753-7249 or 753Phone Kopperud Realty,
story, 4 bedroom, Viz
car, 400 C. I. equipment
room, living room with
0686.
753-1222 or drop by our
bath, hying room,
on'car includes: I101 &
marble fireplace, large
conveniently located
family, study, dining,
Holley, Hurst, Hooker,
2 car garage and lovely
15 ACRES OF land with - office at 711 Main St. We
kitchen, utility
Dynamics, and
Cam
tree shaded yard. Let us
mobile home and well.
are working hard to
breezeway, game room
much more. Moving out
show you this com$14,000. Call 436-5855.
provide the best service'
and garage. Highway
of state, must sell imfortable„ economical
to you.
121
South.
Call
436-2118.
mediately. $3,000.00
TWO
a
2
with
ACRES
home priced in the 30's.
invested, car is ready to
bedroom mobile home,
REALTORS
KOPPERUD
Phone
MUST SELL- by owner.
race, $775.00. Phone 753new septic tank and
REALTY, 753-1222 or
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
7996.
well, also has a block
come by our conclose to lake -with
barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
veniently located office
fireplace, - stove,
or 489-2508.
at 711 Main Street.
1967 MUSTANG, exrefrigerator, wall to
South 12th at Sycemora
cellent shape. Inside and
MOBILE HOME with FOUR
wall shag carpeting.
BEDROOM
out. $1100.- Call /53-0066
TELEPHONE 7511061
Florida
Reduced to $14,500. Call
room
BRICK home on 2'1
after 3, 753-2982.
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
overlooking lake with
acres
located
ap- REALLY SHARP and
beautiful view located or
5 p. m.
proximately 4, miles
1973 CHEVROLET 10 ft.
Sparkling throughout.
two wooded lots. We also
from ' Murray. Lovely
step van. Six cjlinder, 4
Three bedroom, 11
/
2 GATESBOROUGH
have a "mushroom"
yard with lots of fruit
speed, low mileage.
bath; brick and frame
year old home, 3
designed to fit a rugged
trees, grape arbor, large
$2500 or best offer. Call
home with electric heat,
bedroom, 21,2 bath, den
Site. Ideal for beach
garden area and small
436-5427.
dining room, carpeting
with fireplace, heat
house. Call Loretta Jobs
barn for horses. Priced
and 2 car garage on tree
inair,
central
pump,
Realtors at 753-1492.
to sell fast at only
OWNER, tow
ONE
shaded
lot.
Great
tercom, etc. Shown by
$32,000. Phone Kopperud
mileage, 1966 Chevrolet
garden spot. Very close
753Call
appointment.
78 ACRE FARM just
Realty, 753-1222 for
4 door sedan. Good
to shopping center.
3673.
with
"aplisted
more information on
mechanical condition.
Waldrop Real Estate,
proximately 62 tendable
this choice listing.
206 South 4th, 753-5646,
Good tires. Almost-new
47.Motorcycles
acres. Also 25 ACRES
after hours 753-7249 or
battery. Call Will Rose,
just listed with over 1300
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
751-0686.
1101 Fairlane, 753-2818„
feet of highway frontage
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
®KOPPERUD
and priced at $15,000.
' 197-0
---14onda
- 550 -four- -with
welt
with
CHEVROLET
HALF' ACRE
REALTY ill
KOPPERUD
Phone
windjammer. Call 753Near
hookup.
trailer
Caprice.
Air condition.
and
Everything we teed taro to
REALTY, 753-1222 for
2226.
Kenlake Hotel. Call 437Local car. Very good
SOLD.'
good Old Fashioned
condition. Call after
4617 after 1:30.
711 Nein
ISS-1222
Personal Service.
1977 YAMAHA DT 175.
2:00, 753-7715,,
$600. Looks like new.
NEED A small acreageOne month old. Call 753Four acres on Highway
1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
94 East - only 3/
1
2 miles '5543„after 4.
),PI! lift(' (WI
•,
witff neat 4
power and air. Excellent
1976 YAMAHA 80. Low
bedroom frame home,
condition. Call 153-8149'
mileage. Call 436-5359.
electric heat, air conafter 4 p. m.
ditioner, some wall to
Puri( hed thk
1973 YAMAHA 750. Ex- 1969 DODGE CORONET,
wall carpeting. Roomy
cellent condition. $700.
kitchen,
of
with
lots
local car, 318 engine,
Liners
Food
Jim Adams
Call 753-8756 after 5.
cabinets and dishair, runs fine. Clean
washer. Carport 'and
$575. Call 753-4020.
1974
HONDA
750
with
wide highway frontage.
windjammer
fairing.
Trailer hookup. Call
SECRETARY Ill
1972 FORD PICKUP, 302
Excellent
condition.
Call
today,or come by 105 N.
V-8, power steering,
753-6445
after
4.
Chialificatiens:
Minimum
High School Diploma and
12th, Boyd Majors Real
extra
clean,
low
four years experience, plus typing skills of 65
Estate, 753-8080.
48 Automotive Service
mileage
Call 436-2427.
words per minute and shorthand skills of 100
33714L Poplar-lent
FOUR-WHEEL CAR
words per minute.
1971 FORD F50, 34 ton, 6
hauling !railer, chrome
Fringe Benefits: Nine Paid holidays per year,
cylinder, four speed.
brakes,
electric
wheels,
medical
insurance,
sick days,
paid vacation
$700. Call after 6:00, 753753Call
$375.
lights,
and excellent rdirementsystem.
R
FY
7458.
7996.
Salary: Commensurate with education and ex5271468 FL' 753-9625
perience.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
04IN1ftt COPE • Weill
FOUR 12-15 LT Gumbo
Send Resume to:
steering, air, 2 door
wide mudder tires. 'Six
Purchase Area Development District
hafdtop. -Dark Green.
46 Homes For Sale
ply, good condition.$125.
P.O. Box SU
.Call 527-8;,71 after 4:00.
Call 435-4294 after 5 p.
TWO BEDROOM frame
Mayfield, KY 42066
m.
50. Campers
Located
home
for sale.
ATTENTION: Mary Boyd, Office Manager
Shores
in
Pine
*Bluff
247-7171
Phone:
($02)
,
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
SERAUTOMOTIVE
Subdivision near New
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
Steam Clt•arl one room at
Tune-ups,
VICE,
Concord, Ky. Some
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
brakes, transmissions,
finish work needed, low
will clean the hallway
mechanical
complete
down payment and will
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
work. Phone 753-6490,
finance balance. To see
10' room ‘wuld only be
Route 7 & Wiswell Road.
call John Jones at 502$8.00. Call 753-0359.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
442-7368.
16 ET. STARCRAFT
1968 CAMARO needs
LEAVING SOON, last
travel trailer. Call 753work.
Call
767-2512
large
chance to buy
1202.
between Sand 7 p. m.
Adjoining
house.
16th.
N.
University, 201
13' SCOTTIE. sleeps 4, 2
1975 BUICK ELECTRA 4
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
Call 753-9799.
burner stir% e and icebox.
door hardtop, 38,000
Call 4(.(2-8359 after 5
$650.
miles, spare never been
p. m.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
down. $4850. Call 753and sun room. House
4445.
WHITES ,CAMPER
• nice inside and out. Four
SALES loc;4ed 4 miles
miles out South 121. Call
1971 GTO,power steering,
East of Murray, on
753-7948.
brakes and air. New
Highwa
94 toward
tires, clean. Call 753Kenlake Ii-th new and
WELL PLAVNED home
8631.
used. fi;ir.k financing
for family living with
available'Ipen
7 days
energy efficient heat
1973 BUICK ELECTRA. 4
per week .ill 753-0(305.
pump. Four bedrooms,
door hardtop, new
2'2 baths, large den with
51 Services Offered
battery, new brakes,
fireplace, formal dining
53,000 miles. $2450. Call
HAVING -TROUBLE
room and eat-in kitchen.
Beautiful Lakefront Lot
753-4445 after 4.
getting ttHise small
New and nice. Ca1r753250' frontage, 2 fireplaces, 3 bedrooms, deep
plumbiril2 ,obs done?
3903.
PONTIAC
1970
water. Most furniture stays with the house.
Then cat, 73-6614.
Needs some miiior repairs for an eircellent
Executive, extra extra
three
BY
OWNERborne. sharp. See at 1111
ROY HA 'TON, FOR
bedroom home with
Sycamore Street.
Cabinets ,•,emodeling,
central het and air.
Mill sr
Price- $29,900. Call 753Furniture
DONAID R TUCKER A FUEL SERVICE NM ESTATE FIPM
1974 DODGE CLUB
repvr.
9827. •
robination
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
.coupe, AM-FM, air.
windou,
doors. Call
power brakes and
BY OWNER, 5 bedroom,
4 Prole...von& Soiespoopie to cerve you
753-4124
steering, fifth wheel and
'brick.home with 2 baths,
NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS
ball hitch, spare tank.
2
Ihm
levels,
newly
753-1549 after 4.
Call
decorated,
central heat
coating : -epairs. For
Joe L. Kennon
436 5676
and air, walk
in
estintatc, (II 753-1537.
Chuck Shuffett
753450
1971 MONTEGO MX
recreation room, lots of
• Patricia Miller
.•
753 7550
station wagon, • double -WILL H.Al I LIME or
closet
space.
ApDonald R. Tucker, C.R.8
753-1930
power and air. V-8.
k -r sand. Call
white
proximately 2600 sq. ft.
52,000 miles. Very ,good
member Multi listing Service and Murree Calloway Board of Realtors
753-4763. HI..r Rutson,
of living space. Call 753condition..Call 753-8693.
753-4545
8669.
•
-

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 153-0605.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR.A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
.

51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING home orindustrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p: m. 436-5896.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED , ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

i DOZER
LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
SIGN PAINTING. Call • hauling,
and
between 7-10 a.m. 753buShhogging. . Free
9998.
estimates. Call 436-2382.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

INSULATE NOW attics
blown 16 cents sq. ft.
Walls equally low
priced.
Finance
available.
Free
estimates. Call 753-3316.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum Aare fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate, window glass, and
glass showcases. M and
G Complete Glass,
Dixieland • Center 753-

0180.

•

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707. '
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
will be
performed
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
936-2586.

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4433 or after 8 p. m. •
354-8161 or 354-8138.
BABYSTTTING, Need a
babysitter? Call 7536421, my home only,
near 'Universtiy. Experienced.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
ANY KIND of hauling
done. Garbage in county
also. Call 753-8249.
LAWN MOWING, adult.
Reasonable price. Call
753-0376.
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.

K sod N
Repair

153-312

Laws sower oW sod engine
nods. Rebuilt lawn mowers,
$25.00 end op. Oldie,
mowers,$100 well op.
ne•

MITT SINVIC(
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

54

Free Column

FREE
3 beautiful 8
week old kittens'
. and ki
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make ideal pets.
Call 753-3535.

Notice
Cheryl Farley.
is now working
at the

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug'
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

Beauty
Box
She invites all her
friends to call
753-7132
, for an appointment

PAINTING interior and .
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

Wed. through Sat.

ADVERTISEMENT:
Murray Public Schools
By Fred Schultz, Superintendent,July 11, 1911.

PAINTING, best
furnished.
references
Call 753-0076.

*Watch Repair and jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

Murray Board of Education will receive applications until July 13th for the position of kindergarten teacher with the Murray Head Start
Program. Applications may be obtained at the
office of the Murray Board of Education,9th and
Poplar in Murray.

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S. 4th

51 Services Offered

91 East

PAINTING. Specializing
in small houses and trim
work. Reasonable rates.
Call anytime,753-5399.

GUTTERING -BYSEARS, Sears seamless.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
&Litters installed per„.....,
-or roof repair. Built upyour specifications. Call
roofing, -residential and
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
commercial. General
for free estimates.
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.
INSULATION BLOWN in

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, -gravel hauling
and top sail. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

51 Services Offered

Morey 1._duf Idecatiew Is.. enrol oppernoity einpleyer.

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

W
oo
Fire
753-1441

Carrier

••
S
•
•
•

Quality Service Company
753-9290

•

Police
753-1621

-Heat Pump Specialists-

- ,,,Iodern Sheet Metal 8 Service Dept.

DONALD R.

TU

CKER

•

REALTOR

Hinman's
Rentals
Novs•, garden, woo, sewer,
power and ceraciete tools and
its.

753-5703
302 N 18th Street
Murray.
RADIO, TELEVISION a CI
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

474-8841
Anderson Elec,, tric Inc.
Gewern1 Electric (esteem. Care.
Wa con sle G.I. Werreorty
...
nal 94 East
9 a m to 9 p m Tors , Wed arm!
Mors tam uIOp.m Prt
Sat Cloaecl Sun :.-ot Mon

Tidwell Lawn 8,
Garden Equipment

492-8147
We specialize in
Lawn &Garden
Equipment Service
and Repair.
303 Mein
Maul, Ky.

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

Tuber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Ser•
vice

753-3134
75376177

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

24 Hour Service
7 Days A Weei<

102S 4th St
Murray. Ky

Phone
753-5351

d
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver.Fish &Shrubs
Keliefi Termite:

-

& Pest Control
too s 1:1th St.

Residential & -.
Commercial ,
Installations
&Service

474-8841

753-3914

Anderson
Electric, Inc.

eminrs

Prompt, dependable
service.
Three
bulldozers to serve
you.

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

Stevell Alexander
L.W. Lyons

Electrical
Wiring

Murray, Ky.

Bulldozing

753-1959
474-2264

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

753-5397

1.301 Chestnut Murra

Murray Calloway
County Hospital

Radio Cab
Company

Je-ry McCoy,Owner
&Operator
F{,
finishing &
• ••. Built Furl-Our,

Poison
Control
Center .

753-7588

502-492-8837
-

••••

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. Anderson
Mrs. Anderson, age 69, died
Saturday at 1:4A,m. at the
Wehtern -Baptist Hospital,
Pachicah. She was a retired
operator for the South Central
Bell Telephone Company.
Porn February 2, 1908, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of .the late Orville
Lynn and Lula Kirk Lynn.

Frelon Pierce Dies
Mrs. Hazel Treas
Homer A. Archer's
Dies At Home With Services Are Today At His Home With
Funeral On Tuesday The .funeral for Horner A. Rites Held Today
Mrs. Hazel Treas of Benton Archer is being held today at

Postal Rate Plan Faces
First Of Two Hurdles Toda
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration's plan to giv,e letterwriting Arnericans a respite from
postal rate increases faces the first of
two hurdles today.
The Postal Service Board of
Governors was scheduled to vote on a
ploposed new "citizen rate" on stamps.
As part of a proposed dual-rate plan
the Special consumer rate would keep
.the 13-cent stamp for personal letters
• while raising the cost of a first-class
business stamp three cents.
If the board approves the plan, the
new rates will then go to the Postal

Rate Commission. If the commission
takes no action in 10 months, however,
the rates would take effect
automatically.
The board also planned to act today
on a recommendation by Postmaster
General Benjamin Bailer to discount
postage for magazines and newspapers
that are sorted by zip code before
arriiiing at post critical:
The citizen rate was proposed by
President Carter, who told Bailar in a
letter that consumers need some relief
from postal rate hikes. He Said Carter's
interest in the citizen9 postal rate
"obviously was a matter of critical
significance."
Bailar told the board last Wednesday
Chat the discounted rate would affect
about 20 per cent of first-class mail. He
said he hoped holding personal letters
to the 13-cents-an-ounce rate in effect
for the last 18 months would lead to
public acceptance of efforts by the
Postal Service to eut costs.
Various cost-cutting proposals,
including a call for ending Saturday
deliveries, are aimed at adding $2
billion in revenues for the Postal
Service and virtually erasing its annual
operating deficit.
Under the citizen rate plan,
individual letter-writers•would have to

Route One died Saturday night one p. in. at the chapel of the
Frelon Pier& 31 year old
while visiting at the home of a Collier Funeral, Home, Ben- resident of Kirksey
Route
friend, Mrs. Eula Hurd, ton, with the Rev. John Jones One, died Saturday
at seven
Benton. She was 70 year's Of officiating. Burial will follaw p.m. at his home. His
age and the widow of Virgil in the Maple Springs was due to an apparent death
heart
Treas.
Cemetery. .
attack as he had been sufThe deceased was a
Mr. Archer, age 73, died fering from a heart condition
member of the Brewers Saturday at 1:30 a.m, at his for over a year.
•
United Methodist Church, the home on Benton Route Five.
The Kirksey man had taken
Hardin' Senior Citizens, and He "Wa§ a member of the
Survivors are her .husband, the Brewers Homemakers Maple
Unitect disability retirement from
Springs
Orville
Anderson;
one Club. Born December 24, 1906, Methodist Church. .
Airco Alloys,Calvert City,and
daughter, Mrs. Wayne (Fay she was the daughter of the Survivors are his wife, Mrs. was an Army veteran of World
Neilt Flora, -Beale Street, late Josh Cunningham and Lydia Archer; two daughters, War 11. Born November •2,
, Murray; one son, Dr. Joe Pat Betilah
McNeely
Cun- Mrs. Anna Marie Johnston 1925, in Calloway County, he
Alderson, Memphis, Tn.; one ningham.
and *Mrs. Cathy Lee Haley, was the son of the late Charlie
sister, Mrs. Nancy Shake, . Mrs. Treas is survived by Richmond, Ind.; two sisters, Pierce and Lillie Beach
;South Bend, Ind.; two one daughter, Mrs. Edna Mrs. Eula Mae Kee, Decatur, Pierce.
brothers.'' Charles Lynn, Proctor, Benton; two sons, Ga., and Mrs. Edna Mize,
United States Congressman Carroll
Also surviving are three
• Paducah, and Jesse Lynn, Joe Pat Trees, Kirksey Route Athens, Ga.; one brother, sisters, Mrs. Kelly (Lillian) Hubbard, Jr., today announced that the
Douglasville,
five One, and Dan Thomas Treas, Aucy Archer, Commerce, Rogers, Lexington, Mrs. Dell College of Human Development and
grandchildren, .Misses Butler, Ma.; one brother, Ga.; six grandchildren.
Bazzell, Farmington, and Learning at Murray State University
Rachel, Virginia, and Janie Fx.,Ld Cunningham, St. Louis,
Mrs. Billy (Nell) Housden, has been awarded a grant of 6145,404 by
Flora, Murray,and Kevin and Mo7Nour grandchildren.
Murray; five brothers, Carnie the Office of Education, Department of
Keith Anderson, Memphis, Funeral services will be
Pierce, Farmington, Carlos, Health, Education,and Welfare. In.
held Tuesday at eleven a. m.
.
The grant is to be used for an Upward
Fred, and Paul Pierce,
Kirksey Route One, and Bound project designed to generate
Funeral services for Mrs. at the chapel of the Linn
intertst in education beyond -high
James- Pierce, Murray.
Orville (Mildred) Anderson_ of Funeral Home with the Rev.
Funeral services are being school among young people from low
500 North Sixth Street, Max Anderson and the Rev.
held today at two p.m. at the income families.
.Murray, were held Sunday at Glen Kesterson officiating-.
chapel okthe Blalock-Coleman
3:38 p.m. at the chapel of the Burial will follow in the
Funeral Home with the Rev.
- J. H. Churchill Funeral Horne BrewersegemeterY.
K. York died Saturday at Peter
Friends may call at the
Carlisle and. the Rev.
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit8:30
p.
at
in.
the
Benton
David Brasher officiating.
taker and the Rev, Dr. H. C. funeral home after 3:30 p. m.
Municipal Hospital. He was 79
The .music and -song service
Chiles officiating. The music today (Monday).
years of age and a resident of
are by the Rev. and Mrs.
was by Wayne Halley.
Benton.
Wayne Carter.
Active pallbearers were
The deceased Was a
Serving,a.s. pallbearer.s_ are
011ie-- fown,-'?VilerI'M,
member Of-the Olive BOUM
Marlin Pierce, Billy Bay
Jimmy. Bell, Sam Spiceland,
Church and was a retired Housden,
Dickie Bazzell,
Reuben "Moody, and Jack
farmer. Born July 2, 1898, he
Doyle
Pierce,
Johnny
Beale Kennedy. Serving as an
was the son of-the late William Bohannon,
• and
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)— Oil
Terry
workers were switching from one pump
honorary group were memYork and Sarah Peters York.
Bohannon. Burial will follow can,be pumped over Alaska's 2,711-foot
to
another to clean an oilfilter.
funeral
The
.
rites
for
bers of the Bethany Sunday
He is survived by four in the Kirksey Cemetery.
Thompson Pass, bypassing a blasted
Oil flow WM halted 30 miles south of
School Class of the First William Wade Jackson have ilatigliters,Mrs. Hattie Elkins,
Mr. Pierce is survived by out pumping station, but the bypass - Pump Station No.'8- at about mile 518
. Baptist Church, where she been changed -fr- tim ten a. m. Murray Route One, Mrs. Attie
on the 800-mile one - immediately after
was a member. Burial was in to two p. m. on Tuesday at the Bufford and Mrs. Annette- his wife, Mrs. Frances Rose plan won't allow the trans-Alaska
the
pipeline
chapel
explosion.
of
to
the
keep
Blalock-Colema
•
up
with
n
ita
full
Pierce, to whom he was
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MSU College Is
Awarded Grant

Mr. York Dies At

Hospital Saturday;

Funeral Is Today

Y

meet the fo owing requirements:
either the return or delivery address
must be handwritten, both must include
zip codes, both places must be in the
United States and the envelope must
meet size, shape and height limits il,
o
mail-handling machines.

Judge Miller
Is Named
Board Member
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, Murray, has been appointed a
member .of the Board of Governors of
the Kentucky Bar Association from the
First Appellate District by association
President Frank E. Haddad, Jr., of
Louisville. Judge Miller will fill the
vacancy created by the elevation of B.
M. Westberry to the office of presidentelect of the association as of July 1,
1977.
Judge Miller will serve a two-year
term on the governing body of the Bar.
Miller has been a member of the
association's House of Delegates. He
received his BaChelor of Science degree
from Murray State University and his
lair degree in 1951 from the University
of Louisville Law School.

Oil Could Bypass
Damaged Pumping Station

Rites Are Tuesday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Jackson

Hog Market

barrels a day by the end of 1977 may
have to be scrapped.
'
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators were interviewing
pipeline workers in an effort to pinpoint
the cause of the explosion.
William Haley, a member of the
NTSB, said the inquiry could result in
recommendations for changes in
operating procedures along the

-a'

Haley said that the NTSB probe
would not prevent Alyeska from
pressing ahead with efforts to start up
the oil flow Within days.
Haley said it would be at least four
months before,.the NTSB could issue a
report on the probable cause of the
explosion at the pump station about 41
miles southeast of Fairbanks. But he
added that "we could make
rqcommendations—tbat_Are_feel are
necessary or -apprcipilite prior to that
time."

Stock Market

1977 Murray-Calloway Co.

JAYCEE

Indus-Av.

-373

Airco
Am Motors
Ashland Ott AT&
Ford Motor
Gen Dynamics
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf 011
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Repubbc Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Flarlio

29% -ta
31'..

Fast film Service
At Big Discount

July 11-16,1977 at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
.oa

-1,

62% -LI
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4
/
4
.27, -3
25%
72% -/
3
4
27% +4
23%
.. 10'w uric
lra uric
213
/
4 + 4

FILM, FLAW! CURES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Artcraft Studios
mit. 1216 793.6035
hoe Perkin Mho'Dear

plo
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TUESDAY LAY 12 1977
10:00 A.M.
Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 P.M. — Demcilition Derby
WEDNESDAY WA'13 1977
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. — Open Rabbit ShowN-:
7:00 P.M. —All Amerricen RoOigh Riders
Fire Works

THINK ABOUT IT!

Programi of Events

By Kenny Imes
"The old man trusts wholly in slow contrivance
and gradual progression; the youth expects to force
his way by genius, vigor and precipitance. The old
man pays regard to riches, and the youth reverences virtue. The old man defies prudence; the youth
commits himself to.magnanimity and chance. The
young man, who intends no ill, believes that none is
intended,and therefore acts with openness and candor; but his father, having suffered the injuries of
fraud,is impelled to suspect, and to often allured to
practice it. Age looks with anger on the temerity of
youth, and youth with contempt on the scrupulosity
of age" . . . }Witten by Samuel Johnson over 200
years ago.
The generation gap posed problems in those days
too. In recent years however, a vast majority 'of
elders recoil in revulsion - as never before - at antics
of a minority of yauth. Unprecedented violence
shows the urgent need for changed attitudes.- How
can it be done? . . . it appears a 20th century
Solomon is badly needed. It is hoped he appears
somewhere - soon...

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753 2411

TUESDAY,JULY 12,1977
_10:00. A.M. — Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 P.M.
Demolition Derby

Gigantic
$3,000.00
!( Give- a Waylf—i'''
j

COAMST-0---0-

64

Drawing each night for $500.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
added to next night's drawings.

•

-41 Ky. Lake Music
Barn Show
* Horse & Mule
Pull

WEDNESDAY,JULY 13,1977
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M.
Open Rabbit Show
5:00 P.M.
Family Night
7:00 P.M. — All American Rough Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY,JULY , 977
1:00 P.M. —Kiddies Day
6:00 P.M..— 4-1-I & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M.-- Horse & Mule Pull
FRIDAY,jU,LY 15,1977
10:00 A.M. — Beef cattle shows
7:00 P.M. — Music 3
.ow
SATURDAY,JULY 16,(977 .0
10:00 A.M. — Hog-Show
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau Day
6:30 P.M. — Tractor Pull

"
•orr.79.3e- -

